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Abstract
This study investigated the relationships among reader self-concept. reading
attitude, reading comprehension, gender and grades in high ability elementary level
l a n~u.ge arts students. The purposes of the study were to provide insights to teachers
about high ability students in their classrooms and to contribute to the field of research
about reader self-concept
The testing instruments used in this study were the Elen, -,1t80' Reading Aui tude
fuJ~, to measurc rcadingall itud e, and the~,to measure
reader self-perception Students included in this study had previously completed the
reading comprehension subtcsr of the Canadian Test of Basic Skills
This study was conducted with 74 high ability language arts studen ts in grades 4. 5
and 6. Thirty-six boys and .18girls participated in the study The students were involved
in enrichment programs in 5 urban Newfoundland schools Regular correlational analyses
using the Pearson Product-Moment Method were performed to examine the relationships
among measures of reader self-perception. reading attitude. reading comprehension and
children' s percconco s of parental and peer expectations Analyses of variance were used
III determine the intluence of gender on reader self-perception. reading attitude. reading
comprehension and children's perceptions of parental and peer expectations Speannan
coefficieru correlational tests were used ....-ith grade level and reader self-perception,
reading attitude. reading comprehension and children 's perceptions of parental and peer
expectations
i i
98
not identified Link( 1984) concluded that "a child'sattitude toward readingaffects his/her
reading interest. and reading interests atTect the child's rea ding habits" (p. 21)
This study did not find a significant relationship between reading comprehension
and gender, although the mean average for girls was slightly higher. Most studies
reviewed demonstrat ed a relationship between gender and reading achievement that
appears to follow the normal patterns of growth and development for boys and girls
Girls tend to show academicsuperiority to boys, particularlyin the languagebased areas,
in primary andelementaryschool (Finn, Dulberg, and Reis, 1979; Gates, 1961; Macccby,
1976, Ostling, 1992; Wallberg andTsai, 1985). This study, however, is corroborated by
four other: 'ewfoundland studies that have shown no relationship between gender and
reading comprehension (Brown, 1992; Byrne, 1993; Legge, 1994; whucwev. 1995),
although large scale provincial results have shown a difference in reading comprehension
favourinl;girls
Presion ( 1962) suggested thai cultural and environmental factors rather than
biological principles accounted for sex differences in readingachievement. Finn. Dulberg
and Rcis (1979) proposed that modeling, panicularlybv teachers. has a strong influence
on reading superiority byeither gender. Expectation is also a factor, Beth teachers and
parents expect girls to do better in school in the elementary grades, especially in language
arts, and this results in higher perfonnance in this area (Parsons, Adler and Kaczala,
I CJ S:::)
For this group of elementarylevel high ability language errs students. statistically
significantrelationships were found between;
reading attitude and reader self-perception.
2. parental expectationsand reader self-perception.
3. parentalexpectations and reading attitude.
peer expectations and reader self- perception
5. peer expectationsand reading attitude
For thisgroup of high achievingstudents, the followingrelationships were not
statisticallysignificant:
reading comprehensionand reader self- perception
readingcomprehension and reading attitude.
parentalexpectationsand reading comprehension
peer expectationsand reading comprehension
gender and readingcomprehension
gender and reader self-perception
gender and reading attitude.
genderand parental expectations
gender and peer expectations
10 grade and readingcomprehension
II grade and reader self-perception
12 grade and reading attitude
13 grade and parentalexpectations
iii
14 grade and peer expectations
The finding o f a relationship between reader self-perc eption and reading altitude
indicates thai it is import ant that students be encouraged 10 feel good about reading and
their reading performances with experiences of success and reward. Perceptions of
parental and peer expectat ions are important to the development of reader self-perception
and reading attitude
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Chapter I
:\ n Introduction to the Study
Children's pcrccptic na or themselves as readers have long been considered to have
an effect on reading performance (Teale. 1983) Many theories about the relationship
bet ween reader self-concept and performance. particularly its origins. impact on
dl'\duprncnt. and usc: in predictions of reading success. have been developed and
c,",plnrcd However, scIf,collC1:pt in general does not lend easily to accurate measurement
fur a number of reasons Firstly. Sl!lf-coocepl cannot be directly observed. therefore.
observation of behaviours and self-report strategies provide the basis for study and
evaluation Sccondlv, like all other constructs in the affective domain. self-concept is nOI
welldefined. nor is it easy to develop and validate instruments 10 measure and evaluate it
Numcrous theories about the relationship of self-concept to reading performance
haveexisted in both the folklore and research of leaching. 11 has been posited that the
ways in which students view themselves arc often related to reading achievement
t(j ulldman. 1996. Vereen. (980), Attitude toward reading has also been shown to
influence performance (McKenna and Kear, 1990; McWilliams and T\lcWiliiams, 1(76)
Research suppons the belief that students who feel goo d about themselves and their
achievements tend to do better in reading, as well as in all aspects of academic
performance. Conversely, students who see themselves as inadequate tend to do P(l{lrly
(Combs. 1962; Ford, 1992; Teale. 1983; Wirth, 1966). Most teachers arc aWMC that
achievement is built on past success and design classroom activities and lessons 10 rcrtcct
this belief (Purkey, 19 70). Some researchers indicate that the affective domain is ;\5
importam as the cogn itive domain in learning to read (Deeds. 1981; Elly. 19(2)
Children's self-concepts, and particularly their perceptio ns of themselves as readers.
influence the success that they will encoumcr with reading
Background !Q Ihe Study
Children who are involved in elementary school enrichmcm programs for language
arts have high levels of reading comprehension Screening test scores must indicate
strengths in reading comprehens ion and vocabulary for children 10 be included in the talent
pool for such programs . Teacher recornmenoauou is also considered and teachers most
frequently nominate students who complete language arts assignments with case It is
usually assumed that these stude nts read well, enjoy reading, and feel good about their
reading performances
Studies investigating the relationships among reading att itudes, various self-
concepts, and achievement have been conducted at different grade levels (Brown 1992;
Byrne, 1993; Legge, 1994; Singh, 1972), as well as multigrade studies examining.the roles
of gender (Johnson, 1964; Wallbrown, Levine, and Engin, 1981) and socio-economic
status {Amaro and Ochiltree. 1986; Maruyama. Rubin and Kingsbury, J931). A large
body of work exists examining the role of self-concept in reading with learning disabled
and remedial readers (Tho mas and Hartley, 1980; Vereen, 1980 ) However, this study
examined a very specific group. high ability students enrolled in enrichment programs. and
investigated the interrelationships among their reeder self-concepts, reading attitudes,
reading comprehension, gender and grade levels. Although a number of researchers
demonstrate that there are relationships among reader self-concept, reading attitude. and
reading achievement (Briggs 1987; Claytor. 1979; Carrero and Turner, 1985; Kennedy
and Helinski, 1978; Rcvicki, 1980; Vereen, 1( 80), vel)' few specifically have examined
high ability students in reading and language arts The belief that high ability students
have positive attitudes toward reading may or may not be supported by research (Brown,
19<)2.Whitcway 1994; Woodlands and Wong. 1979), This study examined both reading
uttiurdes and reader self-concepts of high ability students, thereby contributing to the
body of research in this field. High ability children's percep tions of peer and parental
expectations were also examined in this study
;'urooses ofl he 5IUdy
Theprimaryobjective of this study is to in\·est ig.at ~ the relationshipsamong.reader
self-perceptions. reading attitudes, reading comprehension. gender and grades in
elementarylevel language arts enrichment students The particular aspect of sclf.conCl.'Pt
to be studied is perception of self as reader. The sub-categories of reader sclf-pcrccptll.lD
to be studied arc those identified by the Reader Self-P?cC'wlgD Seale (1C)l)5) 5ucial
feedback, physiological states, observational comparison and progress Children' s
perceptions of parental and peer expectations are included in these sub-categories This
study's findings should provide insights to teachers about high ability students in their
classrooms. The findings should also provide further informalion about reader Sl;'1t:
concept at the elementary level. As well. the findings should demonstrate the valueof the
Reader Self-Percep'jon Scale ( IQ9S1 as a tool for classroom reachers
The specific questions to be addressedare
I Are there relationships among children' s perceptions of parental and peer cspccienon...
att itudes toward reading, self-perceptions as readers and reading comprebcnsion ~mcx in
high ability elementarylevel language arts students"
~ _ Do male high ability students differ from female high ability students in lheil
perceptions of parental and peer expectations, altitudes toward reading, self-percepliuns
as readers and reading comprehension?
3 Is there a difference in children's pcrccpucns uf parental and peer uxpcctutions.
attitudes toward reading. self-perceptions as readers and reading comprehension between
high ability students enrolled in different grade levels?
Definitions of Key Tenns
Self-concept: This refers to a person's perceptions of him or herself Self-concepts are
formed through experience with and interpretations of one's environment and are
influenced especially by reinforcement s. evaluations by significant others. and one's
attributions for one's own behaviours (Shevelso n, Hubner, and Stanton , 1976, as cited by
Shavelson and Bolus, 1982 p. 3)
Reader Self-concept. One 's evaluation of "self as a reader" (Valencia, 19QO) Reader
sel f-perception, a social learning theory term. is used interchangeably with reader self-
concept
..\ u itude A predisposition to react spec ificallytowa rd an object or value which is usually
accompanied by feelings and emotions (Good. 1CJ73 , P 49 )
Rea ding Altitude A state of mind which is accompanied by feelings and emotions that
make reading more or less pro bable (Smith .I990)
Recreational Reading Attitude: This refers to the attitude that s tudents have toward
read ing for the purpose of'eejoyment (McKenna and Kear, 1990)
Academic Reading Attitude: This refers to the attitude that students have toward reading
for the purpose ofleaming (McKenna and Kear, 1990)
Full-scale Reading Attitude : This refers to an altitude score which is the composite score
of both recreational and academic reading scores o n the Eleme.!!l.m:~_..&eadin !.! Allimd!:
~ (McKenna and Kear. 1990)
Significant Others: Those people important in an individual's life whose reactions and
interaction s indicate to the individual whether he is liked or disliked. accepted or rejected.
successful or unsuccessful. worthy or unworthy Perceptions that arc formed from the
opinions of significant others determin e the child's self-concept (Saracho . 1980)
Reading Comprehension Reading comprehension refers specjfically to the process of
acquiring meaning from text. It is frequent ly used as a measure of reading ability
Affective Concerns: Attitudes. along with interest, motivation, locus of control, fr..'C lings,
and emot ions that are important to the reading process because they pro vide the desire
and the will10learn (Alexander and Fillier, 1976)
Reader Self-efficacy A psychologi cal con struct defined as "a person' s judgment s of her or
his ability10 perform an activity, and the effect this perception has o n the o n-going and
future conduct of the activity." (Henk and Melnick, 1995, p. 471). Self perceptions are
likely to either motivate or inhibit learning (Bandura, 1982, 1977 ; Henk and Melnick,
1995~ Schunk, 1983a, 1983b, 1982; and Zimmerman and Ringle, 198 1)
Reader Self-efficacy model: Th is model predicts that individuals tak e four basic factors
into account when estimating their capabilities as a reader: performance, observational
comparison, social feedback, and physiological sta tes (Henk and Melnick, 1995)
Progress The first category in the reader self-efficacy model, redefined from
Performance. It refers to how o ne's perception of present reading performance compares
with past performance (Henk and Melnick, 1995)
Observational Comparison: The second cate gory in the reader self-efficacy model. It refers
\0 how a child perceives her or his reading performance compares with the performance of
classmates{Henk and Melnick. 1995)
Social Feedback: The third category in the reader self-efficacy model. It includes direct or
ind irect input about reading fro mteachers, classmates, and people in the ch ild's tamily
(H e nkand Melnick.1995)
Phys iological States: The fourth catego ry in the reader self-efficacy model. 11includes tbe
internal feelings the c hild experie ncesdu ring rea ding(Henk and M elnick. 19 95)
Hig h ability students : For the purposes of this study. high ability students arc delincd as
those who have scores in or above the eightieth percentile on the Canadian Test of llil~ic
Ski.lJj, Th ese students arc frequently referred to as high achievers. exce ptionally able.
gifte d or talented
Significaocc of the Study
If stron g relat ionships are found to exist among high ability students ' reader st,.>jf·
concept s. reading attit udes and reading achieve ment the informat ion gained cnuld have
two specific implication s for cla ssroom teachers . Firstly. it could se rve liS encouragement
for teachers to search out and provide hig hability students with readi ng mate rials suit edto
the ir abilities and interests Secondly. it could provide information abo u t some of the
contributing factors to strong reader se lf-concept which may be of value fo r the teaching
of a ll students . Such knowledge could he lp enhance the performanc e of tea chers wo rking
with students in the schools, Finally. th is study willcontribute to the bo dy of rese arch
abo u t high ability students and to the field of knowled ge about reader se lf-concept in
g eneral
T here are also implications o f significance for parents as well, Il is fr e quently
assumed th at becaus e children do we ll in a parti cular ar ea, they feel com petenl and enjoy
wor king in that a rea This mayo r may no t be sup ported by research evidence, An
increased a warenes s of child ren's self-concepts would be beneficia l to parents of c hildren
w ho arc involved in enrichme nt progra ms
Limit ations o f theStudy
I Thestudy was co nducted withhigh ability e lementa ry student s inone sc hool di strict.
Results ma y or ma y not be genera lizable to other high ability stude nts becau se the
defi nition ofhighability is det ermined by individ ualboards
2 , There a re quest ions about the relia bility of self-report instrum e nts It is not k nown if
studen ts a re alwaysablc \0 an swer positively, or ifl hey understand eachqu estion as it was
mea nt to be understo od by the develop ers (Cook, 19S5)
J There a re many factors in children's backgrounds of experience which inl1uenc e their
sel f-concep ts andare not measurable ( Vereen, 1980)
10
Chapter 11
Review of Related Literature
The purpose of this literature review is 10 investigate the relationships muong
rea der self-concept, reading attitude, reading comprehension, children's percept ions Ill'
par ental and peer expectations, gender and grade in elementary language arts enrichment
students. M uch of the research in the area of self-concept uses the same terminology lilT
key terms, such as attitude. expectations. and percept ions. However, I!.lLI!~.illI~.L~_i;!t::
Per ceotion Scale (1995), one of the instruments used in this study, is quite new and uses
different te rms 10 describe these constructs, Some notable examples include: sclf-c lTicacy
as perceptio ns of self or self-concept; pro gress as perceptions of self as reader,
physiologic al states as emotio nal response or att itude; social feedback as child's con cept of
ex pectatio ns of ot hers; and observational compar ison as perceptions of sell"as reade r
Although th e definitions of each may vary slightly. there is enough similarity to relate them
to the term inology used in the current literatur e
11
I.!ill.~
William James developed one of the most deta iled and influential throre : ical
analysis of the ~Ir (Damon & Han. 1982) He saw the self as divided into two main
com ponents. the -Me" and the "I".
"TIle "Me" is the sum tot al of all a person ca n call his (sic)" (James. 1890. p, 44 )
The constituents, or primary elements. of the "Me" are the actual qualities that define the
self. including all material, SOciI.!, and spiritual characteristics that define th e self as a
unique individual He saw a hierarchical o rder to these co nstituents. with sp irit ual at the
top. physical at the botto m, and the material and socia l selves in between. Allhau gh James
admitted that there could be some variation cf'the hierarchy in and betweenindividuals. he
did nol allow fo r a change ever rime within individuals
The "'" hecoined 35 "self-as-knower"; this is the aspect of the self that of!!anizes
and interprets experiences According to James. this organization and interp retation is
subject ive and individual to each person James identified three types of experiences
cont inuity. distinctness and volition Jame s' opinion on this theory was that psychologis ts
intere sted in self-concept should focus on t he "Me" and leave the "I" to philosophers
Cooley ( 1902), viewed self-concept from a sociological perspective (Hatt ie. 1992)
l ie d id not focus on the individual's percept ion and ideas of him o r herself. but instead
proposed that self-concept is a social cons truct and develops from the atti tudes of
"
significantOthC1S He postulatedthai individuals are motivatedto appraisethealtitudes \11'
others toward the se lf, and these opinions are then imitated or incorporated inone's (\1\"11
self-concept. Cooley termedthis theory"the loo kingglass sell" since the infurmatioll one
finds about him or herself is found in the reflec tion of significant others. Mead (I ()J~l
later develo ped the concept of "generalized ot her", which represented the collective
judgements ofothers toward the self (Harter. 1989)
The field of self and sen-concept expanded greatly throughout the IQ()()'s F elkel
(1974) defined three separate categories of theories of the self that developed during this
lime The first group emphasized the psychodynamic role of personality In this b elief,
personalities aredynamicenergysystemsoperating withinthe individuals Sigmundf reud
was an ear ly theorist who purported this theory Many variationson the f-reu dian
approachdeveloped duringthe earlyand midtwen tiethcentury
The secondgroup of theorists approached self-concept from tho humanistic point
of view, They believed that individuals would naturally reach (Of and respond fi ll'
elementsthat contributed to personalgrowth and self-fulfilment Carl Rogers and A II
Maslowarc examplesof theoristsin this g.roup
The third approach focuses primarily on the cognitivedimensions of sciI' Kelly's
1955 theory, named a psychology of personal co nstructs, emphasized the importance in
which an individual views his or her world Diggory (1966) emphasized the way
individualsevaluate themselvesas most important lathe development ofself-concept lie
placeda strong emphasison competenceas an clementofself-concept
13
Befor e self-concept can beexplored as a factor important to reading achievement.
it must be defined . Definitions of self-concept range from very simplistic to highly
complex. Dorothy Corkville-Briggs ( 1970)offered the general definition of self-con cept
as "howa personfeelsabout himsclf( sic). IIis his (sic) over-alljudgment of himself (sic)-
-how much he (sic) likes his (sic)particular per son' (p . 3). The definition, as well as the
parameters of self-co ncept, are still developing. Even the name for the construct is not
stable; some researchers call it self-co ncept w hile othe rs refer to self-esteem, or one's
perception ofself, usingthesamedefinition
Self-efficacy is a term used by sociallearningtheorists Self-efficacy refers to an
individual's beliefsabout his or her ability to per form particular actions or attaincertain
goals (Bandera. 197 7) Zirkel (1971) counted IS explicit and many implicit definitio ns of
self-concept inhis reviewoflit eratureabout disadvantage d students
Barbara Byrne ( llJ84) narrowed down the definition withthe following statement:
"In specific terms. (self-concept) is our attitudes. feelings and knowledge about our
abilities.skills, appearance and social acceptability" (p. 429) She posited self-concept to
he a multi-dimensional construct She claimed that it has one generalfacet and several
specific facets. including academic self-concept. This dtfinition is supponed in early
works in the field (Jersild, 1965; LaBenne and Gr eene, 1969; West and Fish. 1973). Self·
concept has alsobeen defined as one's representat ionof one's own personality (Kihlst rom.
ct al. IlJ88)
I~
Winne & Marx ( 1981) fou nd conse nsus with three aspects of self- concept
(a) that interaction wi th "significant others" strongly influencesthe
develop ment o f one's self-concept:
(b) that self-concept comprises at least three and sometimes four facers
corresponding to howindividuals viewthemselves in specitic situations.
(e) self-concept is nonrecursive
There does not appear to he a universally accepted definition of self-co ncept, hUI
there appear to be Iwo aspect s of self-concept abou t which m ost researchers ag ree
The perceptionsof selfthat individuals have include thdr Vil'\ V5 01'
themselves as co mpared to others ( sel f-percept ion) ~ a nd their views orhow
others see them (sell other perception};and their views of'huw they·vish they
could be (self-ideal)
Th e percep tions ofselfrhar individua ls have a rc largely based on the
experiences they have had with those people who arc important ill
them (sig nificant others) Thus, such people caneffec t change in
individua ls' self-co ncepts. (Quandt and Selznick . 1984)
Hansfor d and Hattie (1982)descr ihed the lite rature on the self as an "ill-discipline d
field". This may partly result from the nature of self-concept since it is studied ill ,I varie ty
of disciplines(D amon & Hart. 1982)
Damon and Han (1982) explored the study of sel f-concept and concluded rb.u
self-concept res earch in psychology has followed a course all its own Sludying scll ~
15
concept development usually has meant studying an evaluative orientation to the self
called "self-esteem". It has been approached through self-esteem because esteem is an
affective orien tation and can co nform to a scale de monstrating negative or pos itive values
To study self-concep l in terms of conceptual understanding would rely on descriptive
accounts of individuals in their search for comprehensionof self.
Discussion of self-concept, and the elements that help to create negative or
positive self-concept, differ greatly between people (Epstein, 1973), indicating the
evaluative aspect of the construct. Quandt and Selznick (1986) define positive self-
concept as "ones in which individuals perceive themselves as capable and important and
therefore, able to perform at normal or superior levels" and negative self-concept as "ones
in which individuals perceive themselves as incapable or unimportant to such an extent
that they are unable to perform at normal levels", It seems that self-concepts tend to
remain consistent aller they are formed (Lecky. Iq45 ~ Quandt & Selznick 1986; Rogers
Il)SI) lt is therefore considered a self-fulfilling prophecy for success or failure Those
who have healthy. strong self-co ncepts and believe they will be successful are likely to
achieve success. while those who have negative, weak self-concep ts are less likely 10
succeed . There is a large body of research supporting the belief that children with positive
self-concepts perform better in school than those with negative self-concepts (Briggs,
IQ87. Byrne, \Q86; Marsh. Smith, Barnes and Butler, 1983; Peterson, 1981; Rogers,
Smith and Coleman. 1978)
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Shavelson's Model of Self.con ct;ID.
Shavelson believed that self-concept is "a multifaceted , hierarchical construct"
(1988). In 1976 he described self-concept as a general concept at the apex. divided in to
both academic and nonacademic self-concept His notion was tha t self-concept in
particular academic areas, such as mathematics or English, combined to fonn a higher
order academic self-concept In a 1985 revision he posited that verbal and mathematic
self-concepts were nearly always uncorretatcd lind did not form pan of a single second-
order academic factor. It appeared that they constituted two separate aspects of sell:
concept
Sbavelson and Marsh (1985) developed the lnrcrnal/lixtemal (liE ) Frame of
Reference Model for self-concept. The lIE model purports that math and verbal seU:
concepts are formed through internal and external frames of reference The external
process includes a student's comparisons for his verbal and math abilities to his peers 'lhe
internal process invo lves the students comparing their self-perceived math skills and self-
perceived verbal skills. According 10 this model. having good math skills detracts Ii-OUl
verbal self-concept and vice versa
Self·efficacy Theory
The self-efficacy theory is based on the social learning theory of Handura ( 1977)
Self-efficacy is an individual's beliefs about his ability to perform particular actions nr
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attain certain goals Research in this area supports the view of self-concept as a
composition of specific beliefs about specific areas of one's life, as opposed to a global
self-concept thai changes with new experiences. As well, self-efficacy theory supports the
assumptions that changes in self-concept can be linked 10 changes in effort and
ac hieveme nt (Gorrell, 1990)
Bandura ( 1977) has identified four main sources of information upon which people
base their self-efficacy beliefs: performance. observational comparison. social feedback
and physiologicalslates
Performance accomplishments, experiences of personal mastery, are the most
powerful sources of personal informationand lead to greater expectations of mastery and
success (Bandura. 1977: Gorrell, 1990), This is suppon ed in earlier research. Purkey
( 1970) attributed strong self-concept to success experiences, Bloom (1980) determined
that self-concept is linked with previous achievement, Learners who experience success
are more likely to continue to experience success (Hocko 1993), Henk and Melnick
( 1995) redefined the performance accomplishments construct specifically as progress.
one's present reading performance compared with past performance
A second element of the self-efficacy model is observational comparison When
students observe et hers performing tasks successfully, they raise their expectations of
personal success on the same task. How they rete their own performances has an impact
on their self-efficacy (Dandura. 1977), Wagner ( 1983) concluded that one contributor to
the development of self-concept is comparison with others, Henk and Melnick (1995)
apply this directly 10 reader self-concept in how a child perceives his or her reading
performanceto compare to the performanceof classmates
Social feedback, the third element of the self-efficacy model, includes direct or
indirect input about reading from teachers, classmates and people ill the child's family
(Henk and Melnick. 1995). This element has been inciuded in self-concept models for
manydecades. Rogers. ( 1951)described evaluations fromculture and family as impacting
on the developmentand change in self-concept.
Praise and encouragement from significant individuals toward students appear to
have the weakest impart on self-efficacy. However. research with young children
(Andrews and Debus, 1978; Schunk. 198::!a) has demonstrated that feedback pertainingto
effort may be effective in raisingchildren's sense of efficacy and their eventual persistence
in .-oj Jicult tasks. As children get older, feedback about ability, and not effort. has more
influenceon self-concept (Schunk. 1983; Schunk, 1984, Schunk and Gunn, IlJR5 . Schunk
and Rice. 1984)
One particularly interesting study in the area of social feedhack was done hy
Juliebo and Elliot (1985) In an in-depth case study of one child. they demonstrated the
effects of negative feedback instead of positive feedback on the child Negative self-
concept developed in a bright, enthusiastic learner when thc teacher held negative beliefs
about his performance
The fourth element of self-efficacyis emotional arousal (Bandura. 1(77) This
serves as an indicator to an individual that he or she is ncr coping well with a situation
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When this internal message is received, it may inhibit performance attempts because
individuals tend to associate anxiety and stress as signs of incapacities. If children
exper ience nega tive feelings, or feelings of stress and anxiety, wh ile reading, they will
interpret these as signs of personal incapacities and devalue themselves as readers
(Randura, 1977). Heak and Melnick (1995) defined physiological states as the internal
feelings children experience while reading.
It would be expected. and has been shown in research related to school failure.
that students' seW-efficacy ratings tend to increase following success and decrease
followingfailure. (Campbell & Hackett, 1986; Dunn, Wilson and Bonfilio, 1984; Hackett
and Campbell. lQ87; Lyman. Prentice-Dunn, Wilson and Bontilio, 1984), As Bandura
( 1977) posited. self-efficacy has been shown to be positively related to achievement
(Brown and Larkin. 1984; Relich. Debus and Walker, 1986)
In summary, each of the approaches to self-concept discussed in this section have
added to the understanding of the role of self-concept in human behaviour and learning
James first identuied the self as having different facets, facets he termed the "Me" and the
"I" Cooley's looking glass theory investigated the role of other peop le in the development
of's clf-eonce pt
Byrne and Shavelson each put forward a theory of a multi-dimensional sell:
concept, although each developed their theory differently, Bandura's social learning
theory (If perceptions of self as self-efficacy involves a multi-faceted view of people and
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their interactions with significant others All of these approaches have mtlucnccd the way
reader sen-concept is articulated
Reader Self-conccp!
It is nOI difficult to accept that a child who feels good about him or herself and his
or her reading ability will become a better reader than one who docs not. In ' ?70.
William Purkey stated : "For generat ions, wise teachers have sensed the significant and
posi tive relationships between a student's concept of himself (sic) and his (sic)
performance in school. They believed that the students who feci good about themselves
and their abilities are the ones who are most likely to succeed" (p.70) In educaicn it has
long been assumedthat children's self-concepts are implicated in all that they do, including
students' social relations, school performance, menial health and comfort with thcir place
in the world in general (Damon & Han. 1C)82~ Jersild, I/) S2 ~ Rosenberg. 197/))
Educators, guidance counsellors and parents have accepted this view, as evidenced hy the
volumes of materials and programs aimed at Increasing self-esteem in children, with
improved academic performance as one of the long term goals
Specifically, reading success and lack of success has bccn linked to self-concept If
children develop strong positive self-concepts as readers, they will attempt more difficult
material. enjoy reading and be apt to read more widely Wide reading makes better
readers (Quandt. 1986, p,S). This creates a circular effect and brings together all ortnc
elements affecting the reader feelings and beliefs about the self as a leader, and
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perceptions of parental and peer expectatio ns of child as reader . Childre n with positive
feelings and beliefs will read more and thereby improve in reading ability.
Wh at helps children to feel good abou t themselves and thereby deve lop stro ng and
heale y self-concepts? Manyfactors have been researchedand have shown relationship to
positive sell-concept. These include being accepted by a group (Rosenberg, 1( 66).
feelings of being an effective person , a sense of having control over one's life, a willingness
10 take moderate risk. (Geeas, 1982; Rosenberg, 1965), and good communication with
parents (Walker and Green , 1986).
Children begin schoo l with so me sense of themselves in their world This comes
from inte ract ions with signi ficant othe rs, particularly pare nts Ch ildren beg in the first day
of kinderg arten with some idea about how they will perform and how others will see them
(B ums. 19 79). FOI this reaso n. kinderg arten children have been the focus of a number of
studie s a bout selt-co ncepr and academic achievement
W ane nberg and Cliffo rd ( 1964) found that low self-concept and low perfo rmance
arc already established in kindergarten children . In their study of 128 ch ildren they looked
a t the mterr clationships of intelligence. self-concept. ego -strength and read ing ability
The y determined that, two and one-half years later . it wa s self-co ncep t and ego-strength
rath er than imelhgence that were more predicti ve of reading ability . Ot her studies at the
kindergarten level thai found self-concept 10 be the strongest indicator of academic
achie veme nt included Briggs (I c)87) , Tre nt (1986) and Co rtelc and Turner (l 985 )
The link between self-concept and performance appears to continue throughout
school years. Findings of studies of children with learning disabilities and difficulties
show that children with reading problems had lower self-esteem than their classmates wlm
rend without difficulty (Battle. 1982; Butkowsky and Willows, 1980; Johnson, 191\1,
Thomas and Hartley, 1980)
A number of studies have indicated a positive relationship between self-concept
and reading achievement (Briggs, 1987; Byrne, 1986; Marsh. Smith Barnes and Butler,
1983; Peterson, 1981; Rogers, Smith and Coleman. 1978), Some researchers have
explored the ' chicken and egg' aspect of the question: Which comes first-do w self;
concept or low academic performance, or conversely. high self-concept or high academic
performance? Although no definitive conclusions have been reached, some studies give
insight into this question, The following studies looked specifically at reading as u
measure of academic performance
In his 1981 study, Peterson attributed the poor reading ability of a group III'
Mexican American children learning to read to their poor sell-concepts Marklund ami
Hense (1984) followed a group of 46 underachievers throughout their pnmary/clcmentarv
school years and found that poor reeders had a negative self-image throughout the six
years, Both studies found that improvement in reading abihty led to a higher self-concept
Revicki made the same determination in his 198 1 study of second grade students
Lawrence ( 1981) found that remedial students who participated in activities providing
opportunities for increased self-esteem improved in reading Sueh faith has been put in the
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effect of increased self-esteem on reading ability that counselling has been used as a
therapeutic approach (Cant and Spackman, 1985). There are also studies which support
the position that there is no causal relationship between low achievement and low self-
concept. Byrne (1986), Maruyama, Rubin and Kingsburg (198 1) and Mcintire and
Drummond (1977), were all involved in studies that do not demonstrate any connection
between the two
Although research cannot definitively determine the existenceof a cause and effect
relationship between self-concept and achievement or vice versa, there are enough
connections for the teacher to accept the importance of nurturing the self-concept of
students in his or her classroom. Napier (1976) questioned "Do you perceive yourself as
smart or not? And when did you perceive yourself that way? Chances are that your vital
self-concept germinated early in your school career" (p. 234), Lawrence (198]) slated
that "the child who has experienced regular failure comes to lack confidence as a person"
(p 248)
Perhaps the most comprehensive approach for teachers is to consider the theory of
Pottebaum, Keith and Ehly (1986), They suggest that self-conce pt and academic
achievement may cause each other in a cyclical nature; that is. one may cause the other,
but the magnitude of the effect may be too small to be detected.
Perception s Qf Self As Reader
It is known with great certainty that children who have made positive associations
with reading read more often. with greater intensity. and for longer periods of time
Conversely, children who have negative associations with reading read very little or avoid
reading all together, or read with little involvement (Henk and Melnick. 19(5) U follows
that children who demonstrate superior reading achievement read frequently (Anderson.
Fielding. and Wilson. 1988; Foertsch. 19( 2), Since reading is such an integral pan of
education , and so much of a child's academic success rests on his or her ability to read
well, it can be accepted that motivating studen ts to read and creating lin interest in reading
among students rank high as priorities for teachers (O'Flavehan et al, 19(2)
Self-perceptions can either motivate or inhibit performance in all aspects of hie and
school (Schunk, 1983a. 19S3b. 1 9 82 ~ Zimmerman and Ringle. IIJKl). Judgements about
o ne's ability to achieve affect actual achievement through tnrtucnce lin an individual's
choice of activities. task avoidance, effort expenditure and goal persistence fBandura &
Schunk. 1981, Schunk. 1981), This is borne out in classroom experience when one
observes the strong readers frequently making hook selections and library trips. while the
poorer readers show little initiative to gel through assigned books Hcnk and Melnick
( 1992) posited that "How an individual feels about him or herself as a reader could clearly
influence whether reading would be sought or avoided. the amount (If effort that wuuld
occur during reading. and how persistently comprehension would be pursued" Ip 11·1)
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Thomas (1984) was one of the few researchers who looked specifically at the
concept of reader as self,and not at global self-concept In her study of one hundred sixth-
grade students' performanceson a reading comprehension lest and viewsof self as reader,
she found a significantrelationship existed between how good readers viewedtheir ability
to read and their actual reading ability
There have been few instruments available to look at the concept of self as reader,
and all contain some notable limitations, such as few items. inadequate norming, or lack of
grounding in theory (Boersma, Chapman. and MacGuire, 1979; Cohen. McDon nell and
Osbo rn, 1989; Mitman and Lash, 1988). Henk and Melnick (1995, ]993, 1992) posited
four factors of self-efficacy. that is. "a person's judgments of her or his ability to perform
an activity. and the effect this perception has on the on-going and future co nduct of the
activity" ( 1995. p 47 1). They are perform ance. defined as progress . observational
co mparison, soc ial feedbac k, and physiological states . These four factors can nOI be
examined in isolation since they are very much interre lated They must be viewed as
affecting each ot her (Marshall and Weinstein, 1984)
Chih.lrell's Perceptions of Parenlal Expectat ions
Children's perception s of themselves are greatly influenced by their inte ractions
with the significant others in their lives (Brookov er and Gootlieb, 1964; Purkey, 1971;
Sin!:th. 1972). Their perceptions of the views that their significant others hold of them are
formed through reactions to behaviour According to Maehr (1969) , children learn two
concep ts throug h these react ions their co mpetency at tasks and their value as people l ie
posited that children's reactions to experiences are based more on views tho" p~'(lpk'
important to them appear to hold of them than upon children 's success or failun: with a
taskitself
Undoubtedly. parents have the role o f the 010 51 important significant other s
[Batt le, 1982; Coope rsmith.. 1967; Felker. 1974. Hamruachek, 197R. Litncn ll~' and
Greene . 1969; Purkey . 1970, Sa muels, 1977; Silvernail. IQliS) with their greates t
influence exerted long before a child begins school. Parental reactions 10 their children's
questions, play, explo rat ion of the world . and risk-taking contribute gr~at l y to the
develo pment of self-concept Several resear chers pi u cons iderable emphasis ou 111l'
"looking glass" theo ry (Cooley. 1<>02; Gecas. Calomco an d Toms, 197-1) This th\,."(lIY
purported that the appraisals of signilicanl o thers gre atly influence children's views uf
themselves. This theo ry supponed the belief tha t the manner in which pml:lIls pcrccoc
and treat their children result in favourable or uofavocrablc sclf-eonc~,.t
Ano ther view of the impon ance o f parental mfhrence in sclf-cnoccpt dewlnllll1C111
is the socia l learn ing, o r "modelling" lheory IBandura. 1% 9. Bandura. 1977. Hamlura and
Kupers. 1964 . Bandura and Wa~ner, 1% 3) This theory purported lhal children imit,ltc
parental behaviour. Th e sociallearning theory suggested Ihal a child's self-concept was
positively related to pare ntal self-conce pt It follows. accordi ng 10 this lh' ~ lry . Ihllt the
positive or negative treet mcnt of children by their parents can reflcct their fcclillgs aud
opinions abo ut themselves Parents who have strong self-concepts. and accept IhclI1!'ocives,
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are more likely to accept their children. treat them warmly, and have children who then
accept themselves
Coopersmith (1967) listed three conditions which lead children to value themselves
andsee themselves as objectsof worth: parental warmth, respectful treatment. and clearly
defined limits. Authoritative, rather than authoritarian parents, tended to have children
who have higher self-co ncepts, are self-assertive , independent, friendly with peers, and
highly motivated. Warmth and caring, encouragement. some freedom for exploration,
high expecta tions and firm discipline were cited by Harnachek (1971) as the parental
qualities most likely to contribute 10 a strong self-concept . Felker (1974) suggested that
parents influence the development of their child's self es teem in three basic ways: as
primary models for the developing behaviour of the child ; as primary feedback agents
acknowledg ing how the child's behaviour is influencing others, and as the primary
evaluator of the behaviour of the child (p. 44)
According to Samuels (1977) and Silvernail (1985), parents with high self-
concepts are most able to provide an environme nt with approval and acceptance. This
environment includes parental love de monstrated through warmth, supportive
encourage ment, realistic expectation, consistency. and reward rather than punishment.
Silvernail (1985) described the role of the parents in this way:
Unquestionably. the parental care received in the early years
plays an enormous role in defining the child's self-image
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A supportiveenvironment, with many stimuliand visible
love and care on the part ofthe parents. willenhance the
development of a psychologically sound and stable self-concept
An opposite environment wlll, in all likelihood, contribute
to the development of children who are psychologically
crippled (p 12)
Amato and Ochiltree (1986)summarizeda number of studies and ofler this list \11' Ijll<\1itics
that contribute to family environments Ihal promote self-esteem
Parents encourage the child to explore and manipulate the environment .
Parents talk frequently with the child;
Parents have a close andsupportive relationshipwith thechild,
Parents have high educational expectationsand aspirations for the child.
5. Parents provideassistance with schoolwork.
Parents point out the consequences ofbc haviour to the child,
Parents use authoritative,rather than nuthontarianor pcrmissivcstylesof
parenting;
Family lifeis relatively frecofoven conflict between members (p 4K)
The role of parents in the development of children's self-concept cannot he
overemphasized. Amato and Ochiltree ( 1986) found tbar rhc impact of parental care hilll a
greater influence on the development of self-concept than parent income level. sn ellli
status. and education
"
Children form their concep ts of self on a foundation provided by interactions with
parents. Children also form beliefs about what their parents expec t from them based on
these same interactions
A large scale studyby Gigliotti and Brookover (1975)hypothesizedthat children's
beliefs about parenta l expectations would be a significant factor affecting reading
achievement Their study invo lved questioning 1319 elementary school children about
what their parents' . teachers' and principals' expectations were o f them as readers. The
results indicated a significant, positive relationship betwee n children's actual performance
and other's expectations Gnolnick, Ryan and Deci ( 199 1) studied the relationships
among children's percept ions of parental expectations and their ac ademic motivation and
performance in school and repo rted similar findings to Gigli otti and Brooko ver (1975)
niLdrcn's Percention of peer Expectations
Parents are ce nainly the strongest influence on t he develo pment of self-concept.
hut peer relations also affect the way children see themselv es in the world , Children who
feel loved and worthwhile as human beings will usuallybe successful in peer relationships,
while those who do no t will have more difficulty (Felker, 1974) As children move out of
their home environment and into the larger wor ld of preschoo l, school and social
activities, they begin to value themselves based on competence with peers , If children
have developed a sense of belonging and security. they will likely encounter success with
their peers A lack o f sense of belonging, fearfulness. and absence of confidence will
3.
prevent good peer relationships and result in the beginnings of a negative self-concept As
children's worlds widen, the positive or negative self worth they have assigned themselves
will continue to affect their self-concept. These findings were supported in the work of
severalresearchers with elementary school children (Carlson, 1963; Coopersmith, 1969;
Richmond and White, 1971; Williams and Cole, 1968). Children with positive self;
concepts were more likely 10 enjoyhighstatus with their peers than children with low self-
concepts
The relationship between peer relations and self-concept can be somewhat cyclical
in nature: poor peer relations will contributeto low self-concept; strong PCllf relations will
contribute 10 high self-concept. Children who perceive themselves as competent nnd
confident will have successful peer interactions and will enjoy more social encounters
They will receive acceptance from their peers (Heathers, 1955, Henderson and LOllg,
197!; McCandless. Bilous and Bennett, 1961). These children will enjoy high pcer status
(Carlson, 1963; Coopersmith, 1959; Richmond and White, 1971; Williams and role,
1968) and believe that people whom they like reciprocate their feelings (Simon and
Bernstein, 1971)
Gender and Self·concept
The research in the area of gender and self-concep t offers conflicting results
Coopersmith ( 1967}found a significant correlation between gender and sen-esteem. while
Battle (1982) found no significant difference, with the exception of males gaining higher
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self-esteem with maturity. Wylie (1979) performed an extensive review of the research
and concluded that no evidence of sex differences in overall self-concept existed at any
age revel. She did, however, suggest that there are differences in specific components of
self-concept that are lost when items are totalled to obtain a total score. The self-concept
instrument being used, as well as cultural differences in socialization, must be allowed for
when considering global infonnation. Several Australian studies have demonstrated that
boys have higher self-concepts than girls (Connell, Straobant, Sinclair, Connell and
Rogers, 1975; Smith 1975, 1978; as citedby Marsh, Barnes, Cairns, and Tidman, 1984)
Marsh, Smith and Barnes (1985) conducted a study of various self-concept constructs
with S59fifth-grade Australian students. They concluded that girls had a higher level of
reading self-concept than boys. but a lower level of math self-concept
Withinthe province of Newfoundland.Brown ( 1992) in her studyof secondgrade
urban students found girls had a higher level of self-concept than boys. while Byrne.
( 1(9) found no difference in a study of sixthgrade rural students. Legge (1994). found
no differences between reading self-concepts between second grade girls and boys in
urban Newfoundland. nor did Whiteway. (1995) in her study of three classes of grade five
students in an urban Newfoundland school
The testing standards in Newfoundland for the~ian Test of Basic Skillj report
a trend in differences between the performance of males and females in reading sub-tests
The 1990 testing standards for the grade 4 students in the province record a reading
comprehension sub-test average of the thirty-sixthpercentile for males and forty-second
percentile for females. Tn 199 1. a comparison of grade 6 male and female students'
reading scores shows a difference of J percentile ranks, with males averaging at the
fortieth percentile while females were at the forty-third percentile. In 199) . grade 4 mule
students averaged at the thirty-ninth percentile while female students averaged at the
forty-sixth percentile in the reading sub-test
Teacher expectations for male and femalestudents may also play an important role
in the development of self-concept, but again the results of studies offe r conflicting results
Elaugb and Harlow ( 1973) found that males receive more teacher attention than females.
resulting in lower self-concept for females. while Samuels (1977) found that more females
than males perceive their teache rs' reactions to them to be positive.
wenbrcwn. Levine and Englin (1981) studied fifth and sixth grade students in rural
Ohio 10 determine the students' percept ions of themselves as readers They found that
boys are more likely to perceive themselves as having difficulty in reading and girls
perceive themselves as getting more reinforcement from friends. pare nts and teachers in
reading. Girls were also found 10 value reading more and gCImore satisfaction from it
Although there is no agreement on the roles of cultural expectation s and specifically
teacher expectations o n gender and self-concept. it can be concluded that for some
cultural sett ings there may be an influence of some nature and magnitude
In summary, it appears that a number of factors are involved in the development of
reader self-concept. As put forwa rd in the above discussion, reading researchers and
theorists have demonstrated that positive relationships with parents and peers have a
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significant, positive effect on self-concept in general and on reader self-concept The
parent has the strongest influence on the self-concept of a child. The effects appear to be
somewhat cyclical in nature: children who receive positive messages from their parents
and peers tend to perform we ll; children who perform well tend to receive positive
messages about their performances. The same is true in reverse , with negative influences.
Gender has not been shown conclusively 10 affect reader self-concept. A number of
factors contribute to the cutcc mes. including differential cultural expectations, teacher
expectation. anddevelopmental milestones
Attitudcl oReading
Altitude is similar 10 self-concept since it cannot be directly observed and
measured. As with many other aspects of the affective domain, it must be researched
through a variety of behaviou rs. It has been defined as "a predi sposition to react
specifically toward an object. situation or value which is usually acco mpanied by feelings
and emotions (Good. 1973. r 49) Alexander and Filler (1976) pro posed that reading
altitude consists of a system of feelings related to reading Smith ( 1990) defined reading
attitude as "a state of mind. accompanied by feelings and emotions, that make reading
more or less probable" (p. 215) . This was supported by Thames and Reeves (1994) who
developed their definition from current reading research, defining attitude
combination of feelings and behaviours related to specific learning situations T hey
purported that attitudes serve as a major factor in the learner's recept ivity to the learning
situation
If reading habits are to be developed and retained after leaving seuoo l, strong
positive altitudes toward reading must be developed and maintained. Link {llJK4}
concluded that "a child's attitude toward reading affects his/her read ing inte rest. and
reading interest affects the child'sreading habits {po2 t}
It appears that there is agre ement that the development of posit ive attitudes is
extremely important in the educational process, andspecifically with read ing. Att itude has
been shown to be an important factor in reading, although neither the cau sality of
relationship, nor the magnitude of th e correla tion, have been shown. Reading IheoriSls
have recen tly begun to emphasize the importance of the affective domain in rcadillg
education (Cramer and Castle. 1994 ; Fisher. 1994; Kline. 199 4; McKenna, 19 (}4; Nel.
1 994 ~ ) . Smith (I Q90) emphasized the importance of strong positive rea ding hab its amt
attitudes among students but slated thai more research is needed 10 determine ways HI
promote positive attitude development during the early school years
Sill·concept Attitude towa rdR~and ReadingA_cl!J~e.!!llrl1!
Att itude toward reading is an other example of the -chicken and cgg' scenar io
Kennedy and Halinski (l ( 78) found a corre lation between positive att itude and SITUllg
performance, and poor attitude and po or performance . Good readers were found to have
more positive attitudes toward readin g than poor readers (C'laytor, 19 79 , Kenned y and
Helinski, 1978; Zimmerman and Alleb rand, 1965) Lewis (19KO)in a study of l avthird .
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fourth and fifth grade students fou nd a p ositive rel ationship between altitude to reading
and reading success, but did no t find that attitude toward reading was a maj or fact or
because of the low magnitude o f the co rrelation . It has been proposed th at a child's
succes s in school depends greatly on his or herattit ude toward reading . (Beu elheim,et al ;
1 99 1 ~ Heilman , 1972). Athey an d Holmes (1976) posited that the affective traits, i.e .
altitud es. values and bel iefs are a s importa nt as the cogn itive strate g ies, suc h as word
identification <UJdknowledge of p ho nics, and Alexander(1983) wentso far10 suggest that
a pos itive attitude toward reading is the first pre requisite for learning to read . Dryden
(1982 ) and Cu llinan ( 198 7) both postulated that p o sitive attitude in th e format ive yea rs
will c reate life lo ng read ers It appears that the re is a relationship between reading
achieve ment and altitude to reading, although the ca usalityof the relat io nship ha s IIOt been
shown (Frederick s. 1982 ; Walberg and Tsai . 1985 ~ Wigfie ld and Asher. 1984), Briggs
(1987) posited t haI a child' s self-co ncept impacts on both atti tude and amount of effort If
teache rs canhe lp children improve their se lf-concepts. he suggests . they willbe better able
to dev elop positive attitude s Brown and Briggs (198 9) Slated that chi ldren who develo p
positive altitud es toward the value 0; readin g will approach reading instruct ion with a
greate r possibility for success
Attitude to reading is give n a lot of weight in the w hole-language classrooms of
today. and this belief is certainly well founded in th e literatu re, Few. if any researchers.
haw que stioned that alt itud e has a potentia l positive or negative affec t on one's ability t o
read(Burn s. Roe and Ross . 1988; Mathews on. 1985 ; Parker and Paridis, 1986 )
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Considering the importance t hat attitude toward reading has been assigned. ;\ is
c uriousthat there aTC relatively fewstudies in the area(Cullinan. 1987) However. thereis
research th at demonstrates a relationship betw een self-concept and attitud e III reading
Zimmennan and Allebrand ( 1965).Claytor (1979) and Briggs ( IQS71 all demonstrated n
positive relationship between anitude to reading, self-concept and reading achievement
A s well, a number of studies demonstrate a relat ionship belween aulrude 10 reading and
reading achievement (Fredericks, 1982 ; Hall. 1978; Walbergand Tsai, [985 ; Wiglicld and
Asher, 1984) However. none ofthese studiesd rewconclusions about causa lity
There is also evidence to support the view of no relationship between auitudc to
reading and reading achievement. Roettger ( 1980) found evidence tha t it may he II
c hildren's perception of the need lo r reading. not their altitudes toward reading, that
makes the difference in achievement. Lewis (1980) found that the low magnitude of
correlation between attitude to reading. and achievement indicated that anitude was nut II
major facto r Foley, Honcker . and Co riata (1984 ) found that most students had .. positive
attitudetowar d reading regardless of their performances on read ing achievement tests
Other studies have shown that there is a low positi ve correlation. butthi s cor relation is nut
st rong eno ugh to indicate a relajlonship OTtha t auitude can be a predictor oracademic
achievement. For th is reason. further research needs to be conducted inthis area
Read ing attitude has been show n 10 be an aflecrive factor witha role III play in
read ingachie vement . Rooney (19I14) put forth the notion that children who do not vew
read ingas both enjoyable and immedia tely useful will not regard it favourab ly Viewing
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re ading as having no purpo se andas nol being enjoyable will inte rfere with, or prevent,
the development of a habit of reading. This may resultin a lack of motivation10 read and
therefore, ch ildren will not read. Brown and Briggs ( 1969) and Kennedy and H elinski
( 1978) fou nd that good readers have more positive attit udes tow ard read ing than do poor
readers. Ti me spent has a direct effect on read ing achievement : low achievers spend less
time reading than high achiev ers (Allington, 19 83; Anderson , et at., 1985 ; Winograd and
Smith, 1987). Ande rson. To llefson and Gilbert ( 1985) noted tha t "What is not pre dic table
is whnber lack of proficiency in read in g stems from unfavou rable altitude s or whe t her itis
the other way around . Probably, the truth can be ineithe r direct io n"(p. I S )
Cra mer and Castle (1 994) put forward four beliefs as centra l to any literacy
education pr ogram
Affectiveaspects of re a d ing are equal in importance to cog n it ive aspects
Affec t ive aspects of rea d ing ins t ru ction ar e too often neglec t ed
Affec t ive elem e nts of reading ca n andsho uld be measured.
More systemat ic researc h is needed in the affective areas of reading (p .l )
!~gelQrade ~and Altitude
Child ren tend to have the most positive anilude towa rd re ading in the early school
ye ars, with a gradual but significantdecline in att itude as they proceed thro u gh the grades
It ha s bee n shown that pre-schoolers have positive atti tude s toward readi ng but d evelop
ne gati ve atti tudes toward rea d ing in t he primary grades (Shapiro . 1979) There is little
Jll
evide nce to explain why attitudes become less positive as child rcn progress thro ugh
schoo l. Hea therington and Alexander ( 1984) suggest that one reason is that primm)'
grade teacher s spend little classroom time attempting \0 develop positive att itudes toward
readin g . Swanson ( 1982) state d that negative a ttitudes arc established when learning t{1
read become s a task. Arlin ( 1976), Johnson (I C}64),and Parker (1978) , supporte d this
observation in earlier studies
hi a study at fou r eleme ntary Oregon schoo ls, John son (I C)CWl found the results
indica ted differe nces in attitudes between grade levels. showing that children in l uw~~
grades hold be tter attitudes toward reading than c hildren in each successively higher grade
tested , Ashley (1970 ) found t hai the 10 to 11 year o ld rallgC was the puak lime lill'
reading altitude and the greatest amount of read ing was done during thistime J lo snncd
that int erest fad ed during the latter half o f grade six . The besttime to foste r good reading
habit s was in or before grade 4 , Swanson 's 19 7 2 results indicated that younger children
usually have relatively positive attitudes in the initial stages of learning 10 read and lhal
negative attitu des develop when learning 10 read becomes a lask Bullen ( 11J72j fu und II
decline in re ad ing attitude from grades I 10 3 , whilc Crews ( I(17M) found Wilde six
studen ts to be significantlymore positive thangrade seven or eight students Ihvi ~ ( 197M)
found similar results. In a review of J 10 resea rch art icles concerning altitude In ward
reading , Davis concluded that altitudes toward reading become less positive wit h 1111
increase in the age of the students. Ande rson, Tollcfson. and Gilbcn { 19K5J found similal
results in the self-reported behav iours of 276 g ifted students in grades 1 through 12
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Primary students had the most positive attitudes and each advancinggrade level had less
positive mean attitudes. Parker and Parad is (1986) found evidence of an increase in
reading altitude between grades 4 to 5
Askov and Fishbach (1973) investigated the attitudes of 94 first and third grade
students Inthis study, grade level andatt itudewere nor significantly related
Gender andAttitudeto Reading
Teaching folklore has often cited primary and elementary level girls 10 be strong er
readers thanboys of the same age and leve l. However, the research in the area of gender
differences in relatively scanty (Byrne, 19 93), The studies reviewed indica ted mixed
findingsinthearea of gender and attitude to reading
Girls tended 10 show more interest and a more positive attitude towa rd reading
than boys (Arlin, 1976; Johnson, 1964, Kennedy and Helinski. 1978; waubrown . Levine
and Engin, 1(81) However. Alexander and Fil1ier (1976) recommended teachers not
assume thaI girls havemore positivealtitudes than boys Crews ( 1978) found that girls in
grades six, seven and eight reponed significantlymore positive attitudes toward reading
than boys. Parker and Paradis (1986) found that although altitude scores for girls tended
to he more positive than boys at the primary and elementary grades. the difference was
only four raw points in primary and silo; in elementary, hardly a spread that allows for
generalization Brown( 199:!) found less positive readingattitudes in grade two boys
than girls
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Although some research studiesreported females as having morepositiventtuudcs
toward rea ding, some other studies reponed males as having more positive attit udes
towardreading. Other studies found no differe nce between the sexes, Therefore. teachers
should not consider the sexof the child to be an indicator of rendingattitude
In summary, attitude toward reading is a fairly recent area of aucmiou by
researchers and theorists. It appearsthat attitude toward reading does havean impact on
reader self-concept and reading achievement. However. the rd atlC'lIship among these
factors has not been conclusively shown. Many studies indicatedthat students who have
strong read er self-concepts tend 10 have positive attitudes toward reading Therc were.
however, a few studies that demonstrated this cannot he accepted as 11gcneruhzannn
Age and grade both appear to have an effect on reading attitude, with mllsl studies
showing th at younger children have more poslnve attitudes toward reading and this
attitude becomes less positive as they age and proceed through grades As well. smnc
studies indicated that girls have more positive reading altitudes than boys. althoug h the
degreeof differences between the two sexes was questioned. Withall thrce variahles. agc,
grade and ge nder.there was no one conclusive stand found in the research II was mncd
by Byrne and others that this is an area requiring a great tical uf fimhcr research
~pin!! Comprehlffi.s.i.Qn
Reading achievement can be measured in 11number of ways word ldcntification,
vocabulary. and reading comprehension For ihc purposes of this study, reading
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comprehension will serveas the measure of read ing achievement Reading comprehension
is usedmost frequently asthe measure of reading achievementin the studiescited; as well.
reading co mprehension is one of the subtests administered to determine eligibility for
enrichment services.
Reading comprehension refers specifically to th e process of acquiring mea ning
from text. Allhaugh there are manymodels to explain this process, the strategic reading
model will be desc ribed here. This model emphasizes the cognitive. metacog nitive
motivationa l and affective dimensions o f reading compre hension
S..!.mte~~
Strat egic readers interact with rexr • they have an awareness of a some co ntrol
over their cognitive reading skills Brown and Briggs (1989 ) have identified four
characteristics ot strategic readers
They establish goals for reading
They selectreadingstrategiesappropriate for thetext
"They monitortheir reading 10 determine whether comprehensionis
They have a positiveattitudetowa rd reading [p. 31)
Paris , Wasik and Turncr (1991) distinguish betw een reading skills and readi ng
strategies by referring 10 skillsas informationprocessing techniques that are automatic and
applied to text unco nsciously for many reasons, such as expert ise, repeated pract ice.
compliance with directions, luck and naive usc and strategies as actions selected
deliberately to achieve part icular goals Stra tegies are conscious and deliberate and can h~
evaluated for their utility. effort. and appropriateness .
Strategies arc used in different situations for a variety or reasons Prereadiny.
strategies can be applied to connect a reader' s past k nowledge and the text about 1("1 he
read. Du ring read ing activi ties help the reader make informa tion provided b)' the text
significant to his or her own world This includes infcrc rcing from background
knowledge and p redictio n . Postreading stra tegies are used after the text has been read and
involve reflection on what has been read and whether it has met the purpose for reading
Whether or not children acquire lind llpply reading strategies depends Oil their
emerging metaccgnlricn aboutliteracy. schooling. and self Students who have developed
confidence in their abilities willapply strategies to add ress tasks, while those who have nul
develo ped confidenc e w ill be less likely to do so Mctacognirion . knowledge of a
conscio us attemp t to co ntrol one's own cognitive process. [Flavell, Pl791 is highlv
developed instro ng strategic readers and less developed in wea ker readers
Strategic readers are able to monitor their own com prcbcusio n uf text usiny; a
variety of strateg ies (Swanson. 1(8 8). There is e vidence that !he ability 10 monitor
comprehension grows with age (Garner and Taylor. 19112. Markman. ]97IJjand thai it is
related to the abi lity to recall text and organize text in format ion (Paris and Myers. 19111 J
In general, strategic readers are ablc to monitor their ow n comprehension und lind
solutio ns for any difficu lties they encounte r with the text Such so lutinns may reflect
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strategies for constructing meaning, knowledge about criteria for evaluating text and
coherent recalland organization of text information
B..c.'ldlng.£mnvrehension and Self-concept
The relationship bet ween reading comprehension and self-concept has not been
clearly defined by research findings Woodlands and Wong (1979), in a study of 180
children in grades 4 through 7 found only a -fairly" accurate prediction of a student's
academic grouping could be made on the basis of self-concept scores. Chapman and
McAlpine (1980) found a correlation between high academic ability and high academic
self-concept, but did not lind that this transferred to non-academic areas, Strain, et al
(1983) found no significant difference in self-concept scores between children rated as
highly academically competent and those given a lower rating in a group of fifty-six
kindergarte n students In general, the research indicated that ability does nOI necessarily
translate into positive self-concept or high academic achievement
g l;1!..dj!!£.Comprehension and Gend~
The relationship between gender and reading achievement appears 10 follow the
normnl patterns of growth and development for boys and girls. ln the primary and
elementary grades, girls tend to show academic superiority to boys, pan icularly in
language based areas. because girts mature faster than boys in the first years of life
tx taccobv. 1(J76) Sex-role expectatio ns from society may also contribute to this
difference in development, since society may encourage conformity and passiveness in
girls and aggression in boys Children set attainment goals according to these
expectations. Thus, girls perfonn best in language and reading related activities, while
boys perform best in math and science related activities (Whiting and Edwards. 11)7J)
Behaviour modeling also contributes to this difference , In North America. most
elementa ry school teachers are female and girls art superior in reading. while in England.
Nigeria and West Germany, most elementary school teachers are male and boys arc
superior in reading (Finn, Dulberg and Reis, 1979), Expectation is also a factor teachers
and parents expect girls to do better in school in the elementary grades. especially in
reading and language arts. and this results in higher performance in these areas (Parsons.
Adler and Kaczala, 1982)
Dwyer ( 1973) suggested four factors to explain sex ditlerences in relation til
reading achievement. These were
The differential rate or level of maturation
Cont ent of basal readers
The negative treatment of boys by female reachers
The differential cultural expectations for the marc role
Gender differences in reading comprehension and achievement have bee n reponed
in the research literature Gates (1 961) conducted a sludy on gender differences in
reading ability with 13 104 American elementary students in grades 2 through K The
students. 6 646 boys and 6 4:'8 girls. took the Gate~Jk!cl.inl:l.--S1J_r.Y~y.l·.l,-'.s t s of speed of
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reading, reading vocabulary, and level of comprehension Even at the grade 2 level the
girls obtained higher scores on all three tests . In the averaging of't he lest scores, grade 2
was excluded since the tests were said to be of such difficulty thai they were not
recommended for that grade level. The average for grades ] through 8 showed a
superiorit y of slightly less than 0.2 standard deviations for the girls. Gates concluded that
the study strongly confirmed that on average , r • significantly outscore males on
readingcomprehension and vocabulary.
Cultural variables have been credited with responsibility for reading achievement
differences betwee n boys and girls. Preston (1962) attr ibuted achievement differences
between American girls and boys to cultural variables. He stated sex differences typically
found elsewhere tended to be reversed in German children because reading is "a normal
activity of the male" (p. 353 ), Preston suggested that cultural and environmental factors
rather than biological principles accounted for sex differences in reading achievement
Preston reported on resea rch suggesting thai American boys perceived reading as
feminine. while German boys perceive in as a normal male activity. Kagen (1964 ) found
that SI:X role standards could be a factor in school achievement when he discovered that
the majority of grade 2 and 3 students in his study considered many school subjects.
including reading. to be feminine. Johnson (1972) had similar results in his study of
reading achievement in four countries In England and Nigeria, boys outscored girls
significant ly, while in the United State s and Canada. girls outsc ored boys
Yarborough and Johnson (1980) reviewed international comparisons of /:tcnde,
differences in reading ability and found strong agreement among most investigators lor
cultural factors and teacher bias accounting for early reading achievement differences
They found that boys lagged behind girls until age 10 when sex differences become non-
significant. Wallbcrgand Tsai( 1985}u sed data from the 1979·80 National Assessment of
Education Program (NAEP) in the United States. In this comprehensive study, gender was
a control variable Gender was significantly correlated with achievement and anuudc It
was found that girls both scored higher and expressed more interest in reading than boys
Three 1992 studies substantiated the finding lhal boys do not perform as well in
reading than girls. Ostling (1992) reviewed a recent report compiled by the Wellesley
College for Research on Women. The report synthesized hundred of studies of girls'
achievement from preschoo l through secondary school graduation. The Wellesley authors
concluded girls do better than boys starting in elementary school and continuing thruugh
high school. The Australian Northern Territory Department of Education released the
results of the 1992 Primary Assessment program for students in years 5 and 7 Although
boys marginally outperformed girls in the measurement strand of mathematics, girls
outperformed boys on all reading tests Cloer and Pearman ( I( 92 ) described results from
the National Assessment of Educational Progress in the United Stale:; In this lnuguudinal
study, students were assessed for reading at ages 9, 13 and 17 These results showed
females outperformed males in each of six reading assignments The gall between boys
and girls was the same in )990 as it was in ]ln l
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Legge (1994 ), Brown ( 1992), Byrne (199 3) and whi rewey (1995 ), in studies of
grade two and five Newfoundl and sruderas found no significant relationship between
gender and reading co mprehension. Thesefindings differ from the those report ed in Ihe
provincial lesting standa rds for Newfoundland, which consistently report tha t females
score higher than males in reading comprehension I I the elementary grade levels
Whilcway (l 99 S) demo nstrated the difference existing bet ween male and female
reading achievement in Newfoundland and Labrador through the provincially-
administered Ca nadian TeS\..Q.L.O.M!L~ results for 1993 The difference in reading
achievement bet ween males and females in Newfoundland was dem onstrated by a large
sample testing through the Canadian Test of Basic Skith in the autumn of 19<Jl In the
province-wide rest that was administered to grade fOUT students. females exceeded males
on the reading subtest . Males achieved a grade equivalent score in the 39th percen tile
while females were in the 46th percent ile. Additionally. almost twice as many male
students received speci al educa tion prog rams in language art s and mathematics for the
199 ).1)4 year Categorized by gender, 7 623 boys were special educat ion students
compa red to J 678 female students II appears from these statis tics tha t girls are
experienc ing more success in reading than boys . The provincial findings indicate that
females have higher scores on reading comp rehensio n tests than do males. Th is trend has
been demonstrated in many grades throughout the decade ( 1989, 199 1, 1993)
Model ing has been thought 10 play a role in gender differences in reading becau se
all societies enco urage children to model the same sex Most elementary teachers in North
America are females. while in England. Nigeria and Germany most elementary teachers arc
male. This has been suggested as a reason for male or female reading superiority (Finn,
Dulberg and Reis, 1979).
Readinl!Comprehension and Alt itude
There has been some research on the relationships between ability and altitude
toward reading. Waller. Trismen and Wilder (1977) found in a study or grade 2. 4 lind (,
children that those reading below grade level and receiving remedial help showed grenlcl
gains in attitude than those reading lit or above grade level. Lohman ( 198] ). in an
investigation of the att itudes of 40 normal and 40 disabled readers. found signilicll111
differences in attitude s, with the lower group reflecting more negative scores than the
higher group
Bobel (1981) found consistently positive altitudes to reading in a study ofa group
of gifted students Link (1984) studied thirty gifted students in grades 4 through t) end
found these children to have very positive attitudes toward reading Anderson. Tullds un
and Gilbert (1985) administered a reading questionnaire consisting of I t attitud inal items
to two-hundred and seventy-six gifted students in grades I through 12, The authors found
significant sex and grade level difference with females repon ing more pos itive attitudes
than males. and an overall decline in positive attitude s with advancing grade
In summary. the above discussion illustrates that a number of factors are involved
in reading comprehension. Firstly. children who are strategic readers, readers who interact
••
wilh text and have awareness of a some control over th6r cognitive reading skills.
demonstrate higher reading comprehension levels. A number of other factors affect
reading comprehension levels as well. Reader sd f-concq n and attitude toward reading
appear to have some impact on reading comprehension. although the weight of the
relationship is not demonstrated conclusively in the research. As well, gender may have an
effect on primaryand elementary grade level students' reading comprehension, with girls
being slightly favoured Cultural expectations and teacher expectations may affect
findings related to the gender variable
fu!mm!l!>:
The literature indicates relationships among the variables to be investigated in this
study. reader self-concept. reading attitude, reading comprehension. children's
perceptions of parental and peer expectations, gender and grade in elementary level high
ability languege ans stud~J1ls Children who enjoy reading and feel good about themselves
as readers tend 10 read more often and more widely, and those who do not enjoy reading
and perceive themselves not 10 be strong readers do not read as often or as widdy . As
could be expected. most of' the research indicates that students in the first group generally
have higher reading and academic achievement levels and these in the second group have
lower reading and achievement levels Causal relationships. however, are not definitively
stated, with the weight or the evidence showing the existence, and not the cause. of the
relationships. Constructs in the affective domain tend to be difficult to measure and a
numberoffactors interfere withthe objectiveof demonstrating cause
'0
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Chapter 111
Design and Methodology
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationships among reader self-
concept, reading attitude, parental and peer expectations, gender and grade in a group of
high ability elemcmary levelstudents. This chapter presents the hypotheses, describes the
sample. outlines the procedures and discusses the instruments used for measurement
purposes
!::b.W1Ullij
The hypotheses in this study arc outgrowths of the questions posed in Chapter I
They flow from and are supported by the related research presented in Chapter II
Students were already g.o uped in enrichment classes, having scored in the eightieth
percentile and above on the reading comprehension subtests of The Canadian Test of
UJls.k...SJill!!.lCIl!S} The Reader Sel:-.Perception~ (IQ95) was used to
specifically assess how the students feel about themselves as readers, including their
perceptions of the expectations their parents and peers hold of them as readers. The
Elementary Reading Altitude Survey (ERAS) was administered to provide three altitude
measurements: recreational, academicand total.
The following hypotheses were developed to reflect the various divisions of self-
concept and readingattitude. They are stated as null hypotheses
Hypothesis I :
Hypothesis 2:
Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 4
Hypothesis 5
The relationship between high ability students' reading
comprehensionand reader self-concept (overall, social feeuhack.
observationalcomparison. progress. and physiologicalstates) will
be zero.
The relationship between high abilitystudents' reading
comprehensionand reading altitude (total. recreational and
academic) willbe zero.
The relationshipbetween highability students' altitude(total.
recreational and academic) and reader self- perception (overall.
social feedback. observational comparison. progress. and
physiologicalstates) willbe zero
The relationshipbetween high ability students' perception s of
parental expectations and reading comprehensionwill he zero
The relationship between students' perceptionsof parental
expectations and reader self-perepucn{overall. social feedback,
observationalcomparison. progress. and physiological stales! will
be zero
Hypothesis 6
Hypothesls j :
IIYPOIhesis 8:
Hypotbesis c
llv pothcs is 10
llypnrhcsis II
Hypoth esis 12
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The relationship between highabilitystudents' perceptions of
parentalexpectations and reading attitude (total, recreational and
academic)will bezero
The relationship between students' perceptions of peer
expectations and reader self-perception (overall, social feedback,
observationalcomparison, progress, and physiological states) will
be zero
The relationship between highability studtas' perceptions of
peer expectations and reading attitude (total, recreational and
academic)will be zero
The relationship between highability students' perceptions of
peer expectations and reading altitude (total, recreationaland
academic) will be zero
High ability male and female students will nor differ in reading
comprehension.
High ability maleand female students will not differ in reader self-
perception(overall, social feedback, observational comparison,
progress, and physiological states)
High ability male and female students will not differ in reading
altitudes (tota l, recreational and academic)
Hypothesis 13
Hypothesi!':14
Hypothesis 15
Hypothesis 16
Hypothesis 17
Hypothesis 18
Hypothesis 19
High ability maleand female students will not diller in
perceptions of parental expectations
High ability male and female students willnot diller in
perceptions of peer expectations
Highabilitystudents' grade level will not havesignificilll
influence on reading comprehension
High abilitystudents' grade level will nOI have signiflcnnt
influenceon students' reader self-perceptions (overall, social
feedback, observational comparison, progress, and
physiological states)
Highability students' grade levelwill not havesig.nificanl
influence on students' reading altitude ( total, recreational
andacademic)
High ability students' grade level will110 1 havesignilic'lIlt influence
on students' perceptionsof parental expectations
High ability students' grade levelwill not havesignilic<Ull influence
on students' perceptionsof pecr expectations
Thc study was conductedwitha total 01'74grade four, livc and six students in lhe
language arts enrichment programs in urban and rural schools To create a sample group
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of 74 studen ts, it was necessary to involve six groups of students from five schools
Thirty-six boys and 38 girls took part in the study
~
Before beginning the research, permission to conduct the study was obtained from
the Ethics Committee or Memorial University of Newfoundland, [Appendix A). and from
school board personnel and school principals ( Appendices B and C) A letter was sent to
the parent s explaining the purpo se of the testing and asking permission for the ir children
to lake part (Append ix D), The itinerant enrichme nt teacher s administered the surveys to
their classes , These teachers were familiar to the students so this was done 10 minimize
any appreh ension students might have with a te sting situation. The two su rveys were
administered in one session Both tests were easily administered. The teacher s re port ed
that approximately fifteen to twenty minutes were necessary to adminis ter both surveys
Procedures for introducing and administering the surveys were discussed with eac h
teacher and were followed with written instruction s to ensure that the situa tion was the
S<111lC in all six classes Scores ob tained by the children on the thre e tests were compared
and analyzed to see if'the relationships among readi ng co mprehension. reader self-concept.
reading attitude . grade and gender were statistically significant
Two inventorie s were administe red 10 these students to measu re reading attitude s
and perceptions of seJfas reader . The~in!! Attitude Survey (1990 ) was
used to determine students' attitud es toward readin g. The Reader Self-Perceot ion Scale
St,
(1995) was used to measure how students sec themselvesas readers The ('llll<lliian Tl'~t
of BasicSkills is administered to every child in this school district during Ihe grade three
year
For purposes of this study, studentsscored at the eightieth percentile 0 1 above on
the Canadian Test of Basic Skills le TBS) verbal subtest. This lest hadbeen administered
for enrichment programming screening so there was no need to lesl these sludents I'm
reading comprehension
Elementary ReadingAttitudeSurvey
This survey (McKenna and Kear, 1990) is administered tua groUt' 10 dctcuuinc
altitudes toward reading of children in gradesone through sis. It consistsIll'twcmv items
whichcan be administered in len to fifteen minutes Each item prcsems a brief snucmcnt
about reading in simple language. followed by four pictures of Garlield ElICh Il l' till'
pictures shows Garfield in a different emotional state. ranging from very posinveIn w ry
negative McKenna and Kerr suggest the teacher emphasize that there lin: rill ri~hl
answers to encourage sincerity in responding Also, it is recnmmcnded thata discusvon
of each of Garfield's poses · very happy. a liulc happy. a little upset. very upset - OC l:U1
before the survey was administered so the children have a good understauding before
proceeding with the survey. The four point scale of this surveyavoided 1I neutral. central
category whichrespondents ollen select inorder In avoid cornmiuiugthemselves
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As suggested, each statement was read twice Children were asked to respond acco rding
10 their own feelings
The following scoring scheme was used the happiest Garfield counted for four
points, the s lightly hap py pos e for three, the mildly upset for two and the very upset for
one Three scores we re obtained for each student. T he first te n items were tota led to
provide a score of children's attitudes towa rd recreational reading, the second ten items
related In children's att itudes toward acade mic reading, and a to tal of all twenty items
provided a composit e score All three scores were used in this study.
Reliability was measured using Cronbacb'salpha, a statistic developed primarily to
measure the internal co nsistency of alt itude scales (Cro nbach, 195 1). The calculations for
both the E:lementary keadinu '\ttitud~ and for the subjectsof this study are given
in Table I
"
Table I
~!:aiutf
ElementaryReading An ilude Sum y (ERAS)
Reading Attitu de Catego ry
AcademicReading Attitude
Recreational Reading Attitude
Total Reading Attitude
Alpha
8774
8666
.9 185
StandardizedAlpha
83
'9
The reliability o f the~din!! AII;lude Su~ was calculated fm ol.l h
I~ subscales and for the composite scores These"coefficients ranged from 7~ In Ill}
The overall Cronbach's alpha reliability test calculated total reliahilily I I H1 fnr
recrealional5llbscale. S3 for academicsubscale. and .89 for the total, ar fullscale. score
II was noted by Ihe autho rs that all coefficients were 80 or higher except f li T Ihe
recreational subscale at grades I and 2 McKenna and Kear ( )9'X» hypothesis e that the
stability of young children's altitudes toward leisure reading grows with their dt.'Cuthng
ability and familiarity with reading as a pastime
The reliability of the ~'!.lIing....A1lilllil~--lilLfY!:Y for use with the
population in this stud y was calculated for the both subsca les and for the c(Jmrn~ i ll:
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The Cronbach's alpha reliability test calculated total reliability ar 87 for the
recreational subscale, .88 for the academic subscete, and .92 for the total, or full scale,
Reade r Self· Percept ion Sc.aJj:
The Reader Self-Perception Scale is a scale that measures the psychological
construct ofrcader self-efficacy. Bandura (1977, 1982) defined self-efficacy as "a perso n's
judgme nts of her or his ability to perform an activity, and the effect this perception has on
the on-going and future conduct of the activity" (Henk and Melnick, 1995, p. 471). This
scale measures four basic factors contributing to reader self-efficacy: performance,
observational comparison. social feedback and physiological states For the purposes of
this scale, Henk and Melnick (1995) redefined the perfo rmance category to focus
specificallyon progress This category of the scale is defined as how one's perception of
present reading performance compares with performance in the past Observational
comparison measures huw a child's perception of his or her reading ability compares with
that of classmates Social feedback includes direct or indirect input about reading from
family members, teachers and classmates Physiological stales refers to the internal
feelingsexperienced by the child during reading
TIle Reader Self-Perception Scale is made up of thirty-three positiv elv stated
statements: one general item and thirty-two items representing the four scales. The
general item was used 10 prompt the students to think about reading. The other thirty-two
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items deal with overall reading ability. word recog nition, word analysis. Iluency and
comprehension. The language of the scale is fairlysimpleso thai children's reading ability
would not be a factor affecting student responses There are brief wr itten directions on
the instrument, an explanation of the codes, and a sample question, The raling system for
the questions is a five-point Likert system bywhichthe children rate how much theyagree
or disagree with each statement . I indicates they strongly disagree. 2 indicates they
disagree. 3 indicates undecided, 4 indicates they agree and 5 indicatesstrongly agree. The
number of items varies acco rding to the scale so the maximum scores for each will diflt.'f
The ~~~Iion Sca.l.l; takes approximately 1O~ 15 minutes to
administer The teacher explains the purpose of the assessme nt to the class lind works
through the example question with the students The exact directions to be read by the
teache r are included in the support mater ial for the scale Children arc encouraged In ask
questions ifthcy are not clear on a ques tion
The scale is score d by su mming the r<IW scores for each of the f"(IUT scales
Norming data is available for co mparison of scores (Hcek and Melnick, 19()5 ) The
Cro nbech's Alpha scores for both the Readcr....5.c1f:.!Y~Ji.v-'LSGill.c and the subjects
assessed in this st udy are contained in Table 2
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Table 2
B..elillbi~
B~e1f.Perception Scale
Reader Self-Perception
Category
Observational Compari son
Social Feedback
Progress
Physiological States
Overall Rr.adcr sclf-concept
•• denotes unavailable score
Alpha
.7550
8004
8213
8502
9204
Standardized Alpha
82
81
84
84
In the Reader Self-Perce ption Scale, the following Alpha reliabilities were
calculated. progre ss. .84; observational comparison• .82; soc ial feedback. .81; and
physiological slates, 84 The scale does not give a tot al, or overall scor e of reader self-
concept . Reliability scores for the group of students participating in this study were
calculated at progress, 82~ observational comparison . .76; social feedback• .80; and
physiological slates , .85. As well. an overall Cronbach's Alpha reliability me asure wns
performed on the tota l of the J:! items, resulting in a calculation or. I)~
Alpha reliability coefficients were also calculated for the que stions that were uscd
in this study to specifically examine children's perceptions of paren tal expectations nnd
peer expectation s. These results arc given in Table 3. The infor mation was coll ected
throu gh questions in the social feedba ck sub-category on the B~1!der S~Gf!;(~~nliml
Ques tions I~ , 31, and 33, all from the social feedback subtcst. were use d ttl
examine children's perceptions of pa rental expectat ions In each case the subjec t was
changed Irom "family" to "my paren t(s)". T he three questions respectively were 'My
parcnt(s) think [ am a good reader' , ' My percn tts ) th ink I read pretty well' , and ' ''' I ~·
parent(s) like to listen to me read' However. w hen reliability 1\:5t5 wa c performed upon
these three items, a 'lei): low alpha reliability scor e was produced ( SI.l:!) This was not
acceptable for the inclusion o f students' perceptions of parental expec tatio ns Reliability
was then tested with questions 12 and 31 resulting in an acceptable :tlplll' sc ore Ill' 7::! I'J
Therefore, the responses to questions 12 and J I were UM:d 10 determine pcrccpuons (If
parentalexpectations
The information about children's perceptions of peer expectations was collected
through three questions in the social feed back sub-category on the B.l;a~\:LS.c1r~jleJccplinn
~.!lli; The three questions were 'M~· classmates like to listen to me read' , ' My c1assmltcs
thin k that I read pretty well ' , and 'Othe r kids think I'm a good reader Alpha cuefficicnrs
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for these threeitems were .7341, acceptable for Ihis measure
Table )
&Iiabi lilyAnalY'~
J!~ntal and Peer EXpccJaljons
Perceptio n of Expectatio n
Percntnt
Peer
Alpha
.7219
.7341
Jp.., Canad ian I es! of Basic Skills
This standardized t~ was administered by the classroom teacher 10 the entire
das.~ It can beused at any grade level from thrcc to twelve. The reading comprehension
suhlcst assesses abilities in reading comprehen sion It measu res develo ped abilities. not
innate abilities For thc purposes of Ihis stud)". the results of the dist ric t's enric hment
program lcsting were used to determine the group. Students who had scores in the
l'ighticlh percentile or above in the reading comprehension sub-test of the assessment
while in gradethree were considered (0 be high ability students in reading comprehension
04
Reliabilities for the Canadian Test of Basic Skills sebtests vary from .8 3 to .96
The specific reliabilities by subtest and g rade are not provided by the teac her's guide
(Ki ng-Shaw, 1989)
The~ading Attitude SUr\levprovided three reading alt itude scores
(recreat ional, academic and full-scale read ing attitude) . The~...5cl rPercept ion fu;llk..
provided live scores (prog ress. observa tional comparison, physiological slates, soc ial
feedback and overa ll score) . Questions were slightly altere d from "my family- 10 " my
parent(s)" to pr ovide information about children's concepts of parental expectations
General correlational stat istical tests were applied to examine the intercorrclarion s among.
the five reader self-concept scores , the three reading attitude scores and tile two
expec ta tion scores, Analyses of var iance w ere used to determine the intlucnce of gender
on rea ding compre hens ion, reader set s-concept. includ ing prog ress. observational
comparison, social feedback, physiological stales, and children 's per cepucns o f parenta l
and peer expectations of their reading ab ility. and reading attitude , including academic ,
recreational and overall read ing att itude Spearma n coefficient corre lat ions were used III
dete rmi ne the influence of grad e level on reading comprehension. reader self-concept ,
includ ing progress, observationa l compariso n. social feedback. physiological s tales, an d
percep tions of parental and peer expectat ions of their reading ability. a nd reading
attitude, including academ ic, recrea tional and overall reading attitude
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Ch apter IV
Analysisof D ata
Intr oduction
Tile purpose of thischa pter is t o present an analysis of the data co llected in the
study to dete rm ineif the questions asked in Chap ter I and th e hypo t hesespo sed in Ch aplet
III ha ve bee n suppo rted D escriptive statist ics whic h generated means, standard
deviat ions.minimum a nd maxim umsco res for th e two su rveysan d one le st , as w ell as
ledivid ualtes t items. we re used . As well . three st ati stical pr ocedure s havebeen applie d to
the raw sco res collected. Reg ular co rr elationa l analyses. using the Pearson-Produ ct-
Moment Metho d, were perform ed to examin e the relationships among measures of r ead er
self-perceptio n. reading attitude and reading com prehension. Analyses of variance were
used to determ ine the influence of gender on reader se lf-perception, read ing att itude,
readi ng comprehensio n and child ren's percep tions of parental and pee r expec tations. For
the anal yses of variance, gender wascon sidered the indepe ndent variable, and reade r self
perce ption. reading att itude and reading comprehensio n. the d ependent variab les
Spearman coe fficient correlational tests were u sed with grade level co nsidered the
independent variable an d reading comprehension, reader self-perception. reading atti tude
and children's perceptions of parental and peer exp ectation s thedependent variables. Each
hypo t hesis is restated and the data pertaining to that hyp othesis is reported. Tables arc
used to report the find ings as well Thos e data arc then examined and thei r significance
interp reted
The Analysisof V ariables
Readinl!Comprehension andRead cr Self -percept ion
Measures obtained for the students' reading comprehension were correlated with
relevant variables using the Pearson Product- M oment Method. to sec if any signjflcam
relationships e xisted, The results obtaine d relate t o tests of the first proposed hypothesis
The h ypothesi s is restated and th e significa nceof data relevant to it is discussed The duta
collec ted for hypothesi s I is rep ortedin Table 4
Hypo th esis I : The relati onship between high abili ty stude nts' reading compre hension lind
student s' reader self-perception (overall . socia l feedback, observational compa rison,
progress. and physiologicalstates) willbe zero
No sig nificant relationships were found between reading comprehension nnd
overal l reader self-perception. social feedback. observationa l comparison. progress. and
physio logical states, Thi s leads to the acc eptance of'thc first hypotheses as stated
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Relationsh ip belween
S~d.i!:J.g,J&mp~iQ.r.! and Reader SeJr·per!:=~o
Relationship betwe en Reader
Self-perception Categories
Overall
Social feedback
Observationalcomparison
Progress
Physiological states
~ n p::' .0 0 1 •• p:,:",OI .. p~ ,05
Pearson' s
.14 51
0955
-. 177 1
.0797
.1347
Beading ("omp!~nsion-.i! nd Realling Alli!u.,ill;
The raw sco res obtained on the Readin g ..Att itude Survey, including recreational
reading. acad emic reading and total reading atti tude sco res, were correlated with reading
comprehen sion scor es to determine if a relationship could be fou nd between read ing
co mprehension and attitude to reading. The results ob tained pertaining to hypot hesis 2
arc presented and discussed below, The data appears in Table S.
,,'
Hypothesis2: The relationship between high ability students' readingcomprehensionand
readingattitude (total, recreational, academic)will he zero
No sig nificant relationships were found between reading comprehension and
recreational reading atti tude. academic reading att itude, and total reading attitude This
leadsto theacce ptance of hypothesis :! as stated
Table S
Relationship between
Reading Comprehensionand ReadingAttitude
ReadingAttitude Categories Pearson' s r
- ---- - - --- - - _ ._- -_.._---_.__.
Recreationalreading attitude
Academic reading eunude
Overallreading attitude
• •• p::;.001 "'*p:::,..OI • p:; .05
107<>
·0116
For hypotheses 1 and 2. dealing with students' reading comprehension. pcrccptinu
of selves as re aders, and reading att itude, no sign ificant relat ionships were found 'l'his
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leads \0 the a cceptan ce of the first two hypotheses. No relationship s were fou nd between
rea ding comp rehensio n, reader self perce ption, an d reading attitude.
B-eM!ingA!!.i.1Y..~~l)
Measures obtained for the stude nts' reading comp rehension were correlated u sin g
the Pearson Product - Moment Method , to see ifan y significantrelatio nships existed Th e
result s obtaine d relate 10 the tests of hypo thesis 3 . The dat a are rep orted in Ta ble 6 T he
hypothesis is restated and the s ignificance ort he data releva nt to it is discussed
Hypot hesis 3 : The rela tionship between high ability students' altitud e (total, recreational
and academic ) and reader self-perception (overall, social feedback, observational
co mparison, p rogress, and physiological states) will bezero
Significant posi tive relationships were found bet ween students' reader self-
per ceptions and their atti tudes 10 reading This: is cause for rejection of hypothesis J
There is a signific anr, positive relationship between these students ' overall reader self-
perceptions a nd their atti tudes to reading. There a re also s ignificant relationships between
the subcateg ories of social feedback, observa tional comparison. progress and
physiological s tates and reading attitude
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TabJe6
~lween Re ading AI.ti.tJ.tlk
and Reader Self- pe rcer tion
Reader Self-perce ption Category
Overall reader self-perception
Social feedback
Observational comparison
Progress
Physiological stat es
Penrson's r
4<)6(, ' "
.. , P::' .001 '''' p.:::...OI .. p::;OS
Children ' s Perceptions of l'arenlal Expectations
Measures obtained for students' perceptions of parental cxpccuuions were
correla ted with reading comprehension, the five categories or reader scll:pcrccpl iIlH. and
the three catego ries of reading attitude. This information was colleen..'d through three
questio ns in the Social Feedback sub-catego ry on the !ica4cL..5.c;!.Ge..C[C~Plitul ..'''ic;llc In
each case, the subject was changed from ' family' to ' my parcnl(sJ' The three questions
were: 'My parenns) think I am a good reader' , ' My parents think 1 read pretty well' , and
'My parents like to liste n 10 me read ' However, w hen reliability tests were performed
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upon these three items, a very low alpha reliability score was produced (.5132) This was
unacceptable for the inclusion of students' percept ions of par enta l expectations , Reliability
was then tested with questions 12 and 3J, resulting in an acceptable alpha score of .7219
Therefore, the responses to questions J2 and J I were used to detennine perceptions of
parcntal expectannns
The data obtained for hypotheses 4, 5 and 6 are contained in Table 7.
Hypothesis 4 The relationship between high ability students' perceptions of parental
expecta tions and redding co mprehension will be zero
A correlational coefficient of ,1-109 was computed between these students'
perceptions of parental expectations and reading comprehension The relationship was nut
significant and no relationship exists between students' perceptions of parental
expe ctations and reading comprehension Therefore. this hypothesis is accepted
IIYrothe si ~ 5 The relationship between students' perceptions of'paremal expectations and
reader self-perception {overall, social feedback. observarionel comparison. progress, and
physiological stales) will be zero
Significant positive relationships were found between students' reader self-
perception and their perceptions of parental expectations This is cause for rejection of
hvpomesis 5 There is a significant. positive relationship between these students' reader
!o l.'l l ~ perceptions and their perceptions of paremat expectations
Hypothesis 6: The relationship between high ability students' pe rceptions ('Ifl'Iarc'0131
expectatio ns and reading attitude [total, recreational and academic) will be zero
Significant positive relationships were found between stud ents' reading att itude
[to tal, academic and recreat ional) and their perceptions of parental expecmtions This is
cause for rejection of hypothesis 6 There is a significant. positive rclalillll!>hip betwee n
these students' reading attitude :.ndtheir perceptions of parental expec tations
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Table?
Yaclors Related to
Children's Perceptions of Parental Expe~
f actors
Rcallillgcomprehension
Overallreader self-perception
Social feedback
Obser vational comparison
Progress
Physiologicals tates
Total reading nnitudc
Rccrcauonal reading attitude
Academic reading atti tude
o n [I'.:.. 001 "1':::"'01 .. P::: 05
Pearson' s r
- .1409
5897~"
570::!" "
5000· "
4951 · · ·
.3735.... •
2776·
For hypotheses 4. 5 and 6, dealing with the relatic.nship between high ability
students' perceptions of parental expectations and reading comprehension. reader self-
perception. and reading attitude. significant relationships were found in two areas
Relationships were found to exist between students' perceptions of parental expectations.
the five categories of reader self- perception. and the three categories of reading attitude
These hypotheses were therefore rejected No relarlonship was found to exist between
high achieving students' perceptions of parental expectations and rending comprehension
This hypothesis was accepted
r!illQr~li9..n~~erExpectations
Measures obtained for the students' perceptions of pee r expectations were
correlated with reading comprehension. the five categories o f reading auirudc anrl the
three categor ies of reader self-perception The information was collected through three
quest ions in the Social Feedback sub-category on the Reader Self-P!=!£ep..t!sm..fu;;lIf; The
three questions were ' My classmates like to listen 10 me read' , 'M y classmates thinkthat
J read pretty well", and ' Other kids think I'm a good reader' the data obtained for
hypotheses 7 through 9 are contained in Table X
I-Iypothesis 7' The relationship between high ability students' perceplions of peer
expectations and students' reading comprehension will he tern
A negative correlationa l coefficient of · O]]ll was computed between these
students' perceptions of peer expectations and reading comprehension The rclilliolJship
was insignificant and no relationship exists between student s' perceptions of [lccr
expectations and reading comprehension Therefore. lhis hypothesis is accepted
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Hypothesis 8: The relationship between highability student's perceptions of peer
expectations and reader seu-percepncn (overall. social feedback. obsevauooat
comparison, progress. and physiological stales) willbezere
There were significant. positivecorrelations between students' perceptions of peer
expectations and reader self-percept ion (overall. social feedback. observa tional
comparison, progress and physiological states). There is a relationship between students'
perceptions of peer expectations and reader self-percept ion and therefore the hypothesis
is rejected
Hypothesis Q The relationship between high ability studenlS'perceptions of peer
expecta tions and read ing an itudl: {total , recreat ional and acade mic) will be l CfO
There were significant. positivecorrelationsbetween students' perceptions of peer
expectations and reading attitu de {total. recreational and academic) There is a
rel ationship betwee n students " perce ptions or peer expectat ions and reading altitude and
therefore the hypothesis is rejected
For hypotheses 7 through 9. dealing with the relationship belween high ability
students' perceptions of peer expectations and reading comprehension. reader self-
J.
perceptions. and reading altitude, significantrelationshipswere found in two (I f the three
areas. Relationshipswere found 10 exist between students' perceptions ofpeer
expectations and the five categories of reader sell-perception. as well as students'
perceptions of peer expectations and the three categories of reading altitude ThcSI'
hypotheses were therefore rejected. No relationship was found to existbetween hi~h
achievingstudents' perceptionsof peer expectationsand reading comprehension l'his
hypothesis was accepted
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TableS
tlC~
Children's Perception of Peer Expectations
Factor s
Reading comprehension
Overall reader self-concept
Observational comparison
Progress
Physiological slates
Tota l reading attitude
Recreationalreading attitude
Acade mic rcading auiru dc
.... p.- 00 1 • • P::' O[ • p:; 05
Pearson's r
".0338
2825· ·
5273- **
4088···
3780 "'**
3763 ... •
Anoverallcorrelational matrix depicting Ihe correlational coefficients and levels of
significance between reading comprehension, reader self-perception and the four
subcategories of this construct. the three reading attitudes. and students' perceptions of
parenta l and peer expectati ons, is reported in Tab le 9 The table provides an overview of
7S
all the significant and non-significant relationships compute d u~ing the Pearson Produc t-
Moment Method of Correlation
f able 9
Overall MatrixQfVa riables
RC DRSP TRi\ liAREX PEEH.EX
RC 0451 · ,0116 · 1409 -,oB S
DR SP 0451 6383' " 5891" · 61(,J '"
TRA ".0116 6383· ... 3472" 408R' "
PaTEx -.1409 .5897" ~ 3472"
PeerEx ".0338 676) · ... 4088· ...
... p:5 .001 .. p.::... .OI • p::;: OS
Note RC
OR SP
TRA
[JAREX
PEEREX
Reading Comprehension
Overall Reader Self-perception
Total Reading Altitude
Children's Perceptions of Parental Expccuuions
Children 's Perceptions of Peer Expectatio ns
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To determine whether gender has an influence on these students' reading
comprehension.. reader self-perception. reading attitudes, and perceptions of parental and
peer expectations. an analysis of variance was perfonned. Gender was considered the
independent variable and reading comprehension. reader self-perception. reading attitudes,
and perceptions of parent and peer expectations were treated as dependent variables The
hypotheses pertaining10 gender are restated and the data obtained are discussed
Hypothesis 10, High ability male and female students will not differ in reading
cu mprehension
To test for significance between males' and females' reading comprehension scores.
an analysis of variance was performed. 11K mean for the males was 88.96 while the mean
for Ihe females was Q() 16 While the mean for the females was higher. this mean
difference was nol !>ignilicanl wilh a probability or366 • and therefore hypothesis 10 is
accepted Tho:gender of this gIOUp of high ability students has no significant influence on
n:'lding comprehension
NO
Table 10
Gender and Reading COffiprehelllim:!
Group Number of Mean SD S E df
Males
Females
Students
36
J8
VjllueBias
88.6<.l44
90.1579
7,074-1 1.17 19 1,72 ,8285 .1657
6.7565 1.0960
S,D. standard deviation; S.E, - standard error; df - degrees of freedom, F 0. F";;li-\;:'p,
probability
Hypothesis I I High ability male and female students will nol diller in render self..
perception (overall, social feedback. observational comparison. progress. and
physiological states)
To test for significance between males' and females' reader self-perceptio n SCfl lCS ,
an analysis of variance was performed. The data lor all Iivc variables overall reader scll~
perception, social feedback. observational comparison. progress and physiologic.,1 states
are contained in tables I I through 15 on the follo wing pages While the mean scores lilT
females were slightly higher than fOT males, the difference was insignificant The gender of
this group of high ability students has no significant influencc on reader self-perception
scores Therefore, this hypothesis is accepted
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Table 11
Analysis ofYariang:: bclwttll
Gend er and Owal! Reader Self-perception
Group Number of Mean so S E dr
Males
fema les
Students
36
J8
Val ue Bias
136.0278
140,5526
16.0561 2,6760 1.72 1.7686 ,1877
1) .1369 2.1311
S D - standard deviation; S E... standard error; df & degrees of freedom: F - F ratio; p ..
probability
Table 12
b nalysis of Variance helMeD
GC!!der and Socia l Fer dback
Group Number of Mean
Students
S.D SE ar
Males
f emales
36
J8
36 .5833
376053
·J,982! 8304
4,6005 746J
1,72 .84 15 .3620
&. 1> = standard deviation; S,E. " standard err or. dr- degrees offree dom: F - F ratio;
I' = probability
Table 13
Analysisof Variance between
Gender and Observational Comparison
Group Numberof
Students
Mean
ValueBias
S.D SE df
Males
Females
36
J8
24.6 111
24.9414
3,4333 5722
3,6 164 .5867
1.72 , ]619 610 2
S,D. - standard deviation, S.E. '= standard error; df - degreesof freedom; F " F ratio;
P .. probability
Table t-l
Alli!lysisof Variance between
Gender and Progress
Group Number of
Students
Mean
Value Bias
S.D S E til'
Males
Females
36
38
4 17500
4 194 74
4 3R42 73IJ7
4, ]846 67811
1.72 0]93 R·1.l5
S,D .- standard deviation; S.E - standard error, df - degrees ol'Irccdom, F F rano. p
probability
8J
Table IS
Grnder andPhysiQ!Qg~
Group Number of Mean S.D S.E df
VaJue Bias___ ---'Sludents'-. _-"'''''-''''''- _
Males 36 33.08 33 6,0963 1.0160 1.72 6 1744 ,0 153
Females JB 36,0526 4,0266 6532
S D. - standa rd deviation; S,E. - standard error ; df - degrees of freedom; F - F ratio;
P '" probabi lity
Hypothesis 12. High ability maleand femalestudents willnot differin their reading
attitu des (total , recrea tiona l and academic)
To ICSI lor significance between males' and females' reading attitude scores . an
analysis of variance was performed The mean scores for the females was higher, hUI this
mean difference was insignificant Therefore hypothes is 12 Is accepted The gender of
this group of high ability students has no significant inl1uencc on reading attitude The
dam for all three attitude: variables: total, recreational and academic reading attitude, are
shown in Tables 16 through 18 on the following pages
Table 16
An.a~s of Variance between
Gender and Total Reading Att itude
Group Number of Mean so S E df
Males
Females
Students
36
38
Value Bias
60,5278 11,11)05 1.8651 l ,n I .lln ~ ~57·1
63,3421 10,0089 16231
so - standard deviat ion; S E. - stan da rd erro r; df"> degrees of' frocdom: I" · F ratio ;
p e probab ility
Table 17
Analysis of Varian ce between
Grou p Number o r Mean S D SE til'
___----"Silll t ~en I S Value Bias
i\lalcs
Females
36 32 1667 56 1889365 1,72 2 56{Jh I IW
340526 4 411 39 7274
S J) = standard deviation ; S E - standard error , df"> degrees of llcedo m. F I; rauo. p
probability
Table 18
Gender and AcademicReading '\ nitude
Group Numberof Mean S.D 5 E df
Males
Females
Students
36
J8
Value Bias
28,3611 6:! 526 104:!1 1,72 .l862 5.162
29,2895 6.5797 1.0674
S,D, standarddeviation: S.E, = standard error: df .. degrees of Irecdcrn. I: - F ratio:
p = probability
Hypothesis 13 High nbility male and female students will 1101 diller in Pl'fcl:ptiolls Ill'
parental expectations.
To test for significance between mates' and females' fll"fCl-pliuns of parental
expectations, an analysis of variance was performed The mean for the maleswas 9 3X'J'J
while the mean for the femaleswas 9 4474. While thc mean for the females was higher,
this mean difference was not significant w ith a probability of 817, and therefore
hypothesis 13 is accepted The gender of this group of high ability students has nil
relationship to their perceptions of parental expectations
P·6
Table J9
AnalYSis of Variancebetween
Gender and PerccQljons afPare"'al ExpecI3tiQrn
Group Number of Mean S.D. S.E. df
Males
Students
36
VallJeBjas
9.3889 12254 2042 1,72 0542 ,8165
Females 38 9.4474 .9211 .1494
S,D, - standard deviation; SE . - standarderror; df - degrees of freedom;F - F ratio;
P < probability
Hypothesis 14: High abilitymaleand femalestudentswill not differ in their perceptionsof
peer expectation s
To test for significance between males' and females' percep tions of peer
expectations. an analysis of variance was performed. The mean for the males was 10,8056
while the mean for the females was 11,2895, Whilethe mean for the females was higher,
this mean difference was nOI significant with a probability of .364. and therefore;
hypothesis 14 is accepted The gender of this group of high ability students has no
relationshipto their perceptionsof peer expectations.
S7
Table::W
~Variance between
Gender and Children's Perce.p.ilim.~~eLE~~~
Gro up Number of
Students
Mean
Value Bias
S D SE df
Males
Females
J6
J8
10.8056 2.5391 4232 1,72 8346 ,36-10
11.2895 1.99S8 .3242
S.D. standard deviation; S.E - standard error; d f - degrees of freedom; F - F ratiu;
p e prouability
Gender was not a significant factor in any of the areas explored by these
hypotheses. reading comprehension. reader self-perception. reading altitude, and
perceptions of parental and peer expectations In each case the mean score was slightly
highe r for fema les; however. t here was not enough diffe rence to consider this si!(nilicalll
To determine whether grade has an imluence Oil these students' reading
comprehension, reader self-perception, reading attitude s, and perceptions of parental and
peer expectations, Spearman Corre lational tests were performed Grade WIlS considered
the independent variable and reading comprehension. reader self-perceptions. reading
attit udes, and perceptions or parental and peer expectations were trea ted as dependent
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variables Hypotheses pert aining to grade are restated and the data obtained are
discussed This dala per1aining to the grade level and all variables reader self-<:ollCcpt.
reading anitude, and children's perceptions of parental and peer expectations. are
comainedin the followingtable. Table 21.
Hypo thesis 15 Hig h abilily stude nts' gr ade level will nOI have si!!-nificant influence o n
rca ding comprehen sion
A negative correlational coefficient · 2010was computed between grade level and
reading comprehension Thus. no relationship exists between students' grade levels and
reading comprehension
Ifvpotbesis 16 High ability students' grade level will nOI have sigrnficant
jnfhrcncc on students' reader self-perception {overall, so-ial feedback. observational
comparison. progress. and physiological states )
Negative correlations were computed between grade level and reader self-
perception Since these are insig.nificant. no relationship exists between grade level and
reader self-perceptions This hypothesis is accepted
Hypothesis 17 High ability students' grade level will not have significant
intlucucc on studen ts' reading attitude (total.recreatio nal and academic )
'"
lnsignitlcant correlation al coefficients were computed between grad" level lind
students' reading attitude s Thus. no relationship exists between students' grade levels
and stude nts' reading attitudes Therefore. this hypothesis is accepted
Hypothesis 18: High ability students' grade level will net have a significant iulluencc on
students' perceptions of'paremal expectations
A correlational coefficient of ·,0902 was computed between these srudces'
perceptions of parental expectations and their grade levels The relationship was nol
significant. Consequently, hypothesis 18 is accepted Grade level is unrelated I I I
perceptions of parenta l expectations
Hypothesis 19: High ability students' grade level will not have significant influence
students' perceptions of peer expectations
A correlational coefficient of - lIS :! was computed between grade level and
students' perceptions of peer expectations The relationship was insignjficant and
therefore the hypothesis is accep ted
Grade was not a significant variable and did not have an erfccr on reading
comprehension, reader self-perception. reading att itude, or perceptions of paremnl and
pecr cxpecu no ns
Table 21
Orade andCategory
SQearmanCorrelational Coefficient
Category
Reading comprehension
Overall reader self-perception
Social feedback
Observational comparison
Progress
Physiological states
Total reading attitude
Recreational readmgattiturle
Academic reading attitude
Perceptions of paremalexpectations
Pcrceptions of peer expectations
t'1Q!£:. Nosignificant differences werefound for any variable
Grade Level
2010
- 0806
-,1622
-,0738
- 0264
-,0060
-,1535
-,0674
-,1925
-,0902
-.1152
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Regular correlational analyses. analyses of variance, and Spearman Correlational
analyses were performed in order 10 analyze the data collected in this study The:results
obtained indicated whethe r the stated hypotheses should be accepted or rejected. A
number of statistically significant relationships were found . These arc listed below
Following the list of stat istically significant relationships. those relationships which could
not be supported statistically will be given
For this group of high ability students, statistically signihcar nrelationships were
found between
reading attitude and reader self-perceptio n (hypothesis 3)
parental expectations and reader self-perception (hypothesis 5)
parental expectations and reading alt itude (hypothesis 6)
peer expectations and reader self- perception (hypoth esis K)
peer expectations and reading attitude (hypothesis llj
For this group c f hlgh achieving students. the following relationships were not statistically
significant
reading comprehension and reader seJf- perception (hypothesis 1)
reading comprehension and reading attitude (hypothesis 2J
parental expectations and reading comprehension(hypothesis 4)
ree f expectations and reading comprehension(hypothesis 7)
5. gender and read ingcomprehension (hypothesis 10)
gender and reader self-perception (hypothesis 11)
7. gender and reading attitude (hypothesis 12)
genderand parental expectations (hypothesis 13)
gender and peer expectations (hypothesis 14)
10 grade and reading comprehension (hypothes is 15)
11. grade and reader self-percepti on (hypothesis 16).
12 grade and reading attitude (hypothe sis 17)
I) grade and paren tal expectatio ns (hypothesis 18)
14 grade and peer expectations (hypothesis 19)
Asignificant relationshipwas shown between reading attitude and reader self-
concept Significantrelationship'; between children's perceptions of parental and peer
expectations and the variables of reader self-perception and reading attitudes were also
shown. Reading comprehension was not a significantvariable in any of the hypotheses
Gender and grade were also not significant
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Chaprer v
Summary, Discussion. Conclusions. Educational Implications and
Recommendatio ns for Further Research
Introduc!.!Q!J
The purpose of this chapter is threefold Firstly. the study will be summarized and
conclusions arising from the findings will be discussed Secondly, educational implications
willbe presented based Of! the results of the study Thirdly, recomme ndations lo r further
research will be proposed
Summary and Conclusiolls
This study evolved from a review of the lneraturc about the inlcrrclalioll.Jii[ls
among hi!,!h ability students' reading comprehension, reader sell-perception. reading
attitude, perceptions of parental and peer expectations for readin1:!-- gender and grade in
high ability elementary grade language ans students
The study investigated the relationships among the various aspects uf reading
comprehension, reader self-perception, reading altitude. gender, and grade in a group of
74 high ability grade four. f iveand six language arts students The aspects (If reader self-
perception investigated included four variables from the self-efficacy model adapted num
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Bandura (1977) by Henk IIIld Melnick (1995) These included soc ial feedback,
observational comparison, progress and physiological slates, An overall category of
reader self-perception, comprised of these four aspects, was also included. Three aspects
of reading altitude. including recreational, academic and overall reading attitude. were
examined As well. students' perceptions of parental and peer expectations were also
addressed
Thespecificquestions addressedwere
1, Are there relationships among children's perceptions of parental and peer
expectations, attitudes toward reading, self-perceptions as readers and reading
comprehension scores in high abilityelementary level languagearts students?
2. Do male high ability students differ from female high ability students in their
perceptions of parental and peer expectations. attitudes toward reading. self-perceptions
as readers and reading comprehension?
3 Are thcre any differences in children's perceptions of parental and peer
expectations. artirudes toward reading. self-perceptions as readers and read ing
comprehension belween high ability students enrolled in different grade levels?
The study was conducted with 74 grade four. five and six students in the language
arts enrichment programs in urban and rural schools. To create a sample gro up of 74
students. it was necessary to involve six groups of students from five schools Thirty-six
hoys and 38 girls participated in the study
0'
Students involved in the enrichment groups had scores above the eightieth
percentile on the Canadian Test of Basic Skills reading comprehension s\lbtcs t Four
itinerant enrichment teachers administered two surveys 10 their classes: The B£.illieL£.~Ij~
~~ and the ElementllQ' Read ing Atti tude Survcv The lWll 5U....·C)·5too k a
combined total of approximately 20 minutes to administer , The Kc~;glcL.S.clC:J~c[CCPI,i.\ll}
Scale yielded five scores: social feedback. observational comparison. progress,
physiological slates and overall reader self-perception As well, the questions that
measured perceptions of parental and peer expectations were drawn from the social
feedback category of this survey. The Elementary Reading Attilu de Survey yielded three
reading attitude scores including recreational. academic and a tota l score Rcgubu
co rrelational analyses were performed to examine iutercor relations among the five reader
self-perception scores. the three reading attitude scores, the reading comprehension score
and children's perceptions of parental and peer expectations scores Analyses of variance
were performed to determine the intluence of gender on reader self-perception, reading
attitude. and reading comprehension and perceptions of parental and peer expcctutinus
Spearman correlational analyses we re performed to examine the interrelationships between
grade and the following variables: reading comprehension, reader-self-perception. reading
attitude, and perceptions of parental and peer expectation s A number (If significant
relationships were found
%ftcading Co mprehens ion
No significant relationships were foundbetween reading comprehension and any of
the other variables in this study
No significant relationships existed betwe en reading comprehension and reade r
self-perception The relationship between reading comprehension and reader self-
perception has nOI been clearly delineated by the research findings Woodlands and Wo ng
[ 1( 79) found that only a "fairly" accurat e prediction of a student' s acade mic grouping
could be made on the basis of self-co ncept scores. A number of studies have indicated a
positive relationship between reader self-perception and rea ding achievement (Brigg s,
1987; Byrne, 1986; Marsh, Smith, Barnes and Butler , 1983; Peterson , 198 1; Roger s,
Smith and Coleman, I(78) As well, there are studies which support the position that
there is no causal relationship between achievemen t and reader self-perception. The
findings o f this study were corrobo rated by Byrne (I(86). Maruyama, Rubin and
Kingsburg (19 81) and Mcintire and Drummo nd ( 19 77), atl of whom were atl involved in
studies tha t did not demonstrate a correlation betwee n the reading comprehension anti
reader-self-per ceptio n
One possible explanation for the findings of this study may lie with the subjects
All of the students in this study were high ability language art s students The fac t that a
relationship was not found between reading comp rehension and the dependent variables
may be a reflection of the reading success experienced by this group of students and the
limited range or variation in the ir reading achieve ment scores An altern ate exp lanation
'17
has been posited by Ponebaum . Keith and E hly. ( IQS6) who suggested thai sdf-cO flCC,l(
and reading achievement may be cyclicalin nature; l ~ at is. one m..,y cause the olh!,.'f . but
the magnitude o f the effect may be too small to be detected
Both reading success and lack of success have been linked 10 children's self-
concept Thomas (I ( 84). in a study of one hundred sixth grade students. found tha t a
significMt relati o nship existed between how good readers viewed their ahi l il~' to read and
their actual reading ability. Those who believed themselves to begood readers had hi!llwf
reading ability scores If children develop strong positive self-concepts ill' readers they
will attempt more difficult mater ial.enjoy reading. and be apt to read more widely Wille
reading make s bette r readers (Q uandt . 198b, p . 5)
This stud)' did not find relat ionshi ps bet ween readi ng co mprehension and unv
facet s of read ing attitude ov erall. academic or rec reatio nal Thc liUlc variatio n : I IIIe
reading comprehension sco res of these stude nts Oli'l)" have cU"l ributeU 1('1 Ihis lind in,!,(
Most o f these students cu e re ading as an enjoyable activity Th e majori ty o f student s w ho
are involved in langu age arts e nrich ment programs ~t th e elementary level report a st rt>ll!t
enjoyment fo r reading It is freq uently named as a hobby in scl f-imro duc l i:m excroses ,mil
que stionna ires As well. these students tend to respe ct each tithe r's rea diag interests ill
discuss ions and ofte n take suggestio ns for new boo h fnuu ea ch other
Bobel (1 961) and Link ( 1984) found co nsis tently posi tive altitudes til readi ng in
stud ies o f g ro ups of g in cd students T hese studies indicl'tc the conn,ec tlnn, nr
relations hip. be twee n reading atti tude and read ing comprehension, but the c,lusa l factor i .~
Perhaps both the cultural and environmental factors that affect students perceived
to be above average or exceptional. along with modeling viewed at home or with
enrichment teachers. has some effect on the relationship between reading.comprehension
and gender in this study. Many of these students come from homes where reading is
valued and considered to be worthwhile by both parens: therefore both male and female
reading role models exist in these homes, Teachers often expect these students to read
well Students who perfo rm well arc expected to continue with high levels or
performance. whether they are male or female
Reader Self-perception
In this study statistica lly significant relationships were found between all five
aspects of reader-self percep tion and the three facets of reading attitude There were ll (l
significant relationships between gender or grade and reader self-perception IlT reading
altitude
The findings of this study regarding the relationships between reader .~ell:'
perception and reading att itude are supported in much of the research Brown and Briggs
( 1<)89) posited that a correlation exists between positive attitude and cxpcctution 10
achieve success with reading Briggs (1987). Claytor (1<)79) and Zimmerman and
Allebrand (1<)65) all demonstrated a positive relationship betwee n reader self-perception
and reading achievement. This has also been demonstrated in the Newfoundland studies
of Brown (1992) and Whiteway (1995) and with primary and elementary grade students
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None of these studies drawconclusionsabout causality
There were no significant diff erences in reader sell-perception when measured with
both grade and gender in this study Much of the literature indicat es thet children in
earlier grades hold mor e positive attitudes toward reading than children in higher grades.
and that a decrease in attitude toward reading exists in eac h successively higher grade
(Bullen, 1972; Crews, 1978; Joh nson, 1964; Swanson, 1972), Ashley (1970) found that
the 10to J I year old range was the peak time for reading attitude and volumeof reading
Many or tile students in this study group fall within the 10 to I I year old range_ This may
account for the lack of difference among the grades. As well, it has been posited that
negative attitudes are established when learning to read bec omes a task (Arlin, 1976 ;
Johnson. 1964. Parke r. 1978; Swanson. 1982), For the majority of these high ability
students, it can be assumed that they are strong strategic readers and that reading does not
become a task for them
No significant differences were fou nd betwee n the reading attitudes held by boys
and girls in this study. Although much of the literature reports that girls have more
positive altitudes than boys toward reading (Arlin. 1976; Joh nson, 1964; Kennedy and
Hatinski, 1<)78.Wallbrown, Levine and Engin. 1981 ), it is not always a position that is
supported (Alexander and Filler. 1976), Parker and Paradis ( 1986) foun d that girls tended
to hold more positive att itudes to ward boys at the primary and elementary grades, but the
difference was only four raw points in primary and six in elementary Such a small spread
hardly allows for generalization .
' 0\
Role model;; can be an important facto r in I~ developmen t \.Ifread ing atntudc, and
it maybe that many ortbe high ability malesin this study Me exposed to mates who read
for work and pleasure. This. along with the smaD difference in age among these 1>1IIdcnls
and the ease with which mosl of these subjectslearned to read. may explain tlw:findingsof
Ihis study
Reading Atlilude
In this study significa nt. positive relationships were foun d betw een stude nts'
reading attitudes and reader self-perception, perceptions of parental expectation s and
perceptions of peer expectations 11 would appear that students who believed themselves
to begood readers. and believed that their parents and pI."CTS considered them to he good
readers. were also students who held positive attitudes toward reading
There wel ~ many similarities bet ween items on the ~1\'"'Jll~1-~IX-R~ .'\ !tilltd.;
S!.!Mx and the physiological states subca tegory of the B..;:~dcr Sl;llf:p'CLC!.1>.1!ll{l.Spt,lc All
of the items on the Elementary Reading An itud( SUryC~ begin with lhe phrase ' i in w du
),OUfeel about" while 5 of the 1 items in the physiological states subc ateg ory of lhe R.c.ader
Self-Perception Scale address how the students feel Students arc asked 10 res pond lul he
following statements on the fu:a der Seif-Pereeplion..s.&.aJ~ (8) ' I fcc! good inside when I
read '; (16) ' Reading makes me feel happy Inside' : (21) ' I feel calm when I read' , (25, ' 1
feel comfortable when I read ' ; and (29) ' Reading makes me fed go od ' This ~uh(;atcg(lr y
measuring reader self-perception is very similar 10 the types of ' feeling' qucsnon s asked
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about altitude on the Elementary Reading Attitude Surve y These similarities may
account for some of the findings that closely link reader self-perception and reading
attitude
~JiQ.n ofParentaI~Rectations
Significant relat ionships existed between children' s percept ions of parental
expectations and reader self-perception and reading attitude. No significant differences
existed among perception of parent al exp ectations, grade and gender. The results of this
study arecorroborated by many of the st udies reviewed.
Parent s are the most important significant others (Battle, 1982; Coopersmith.
196 7: Felker, 1974; Hammachek, 1978 LaElenne and Greene, 1969: Pur key, 1970;
Samuels. 1977; Silvernail. 1985 ). It is rea sonable to assume that the appraisals of parents
greatl y influence children's views of them selves. It is not surprising that a strong link
exist s between students' percept ions of parental expectation s. reader self-perception and
readin g attitude
Social learning theory (Bandura, 1%9; Bandura, 1'>77 ; Bandur a and Kupers, 1964,
Bandura and Wagner. 1963) posi ts that self-concept development come s from modeling,
that children imitate parental behaviour s. According to this theo ry, children's self-
concepts are closely and positively related 10 parental self-concepts. It may be that
stude nts in this study frequently have parents who are capable readers and who enjoy
reading. and therefore their expectations of parental perception s grow from this
observance
IOJ
Children's beliefs about paren tal expectations have been explo red as signiticant
factors affecting reading achievement Gigliotti and Brookover ( lQ75)and Gnolnick, Ryan
and Deci (1991) hypothesized that children's beliefs about parental expec tations would be
a significant factor affecting reading ache ....emenr. Th e results of'both studies indicated a
high relat ionship between children's actual pe rformances and their perceptio ns of parental
expectat ions
T here was a strong correlation between students' reading attitudes including
recreat ion al, academic and overall atti tude, and perceptions of parental expectatio ns Two
Newfoundland studies found contradictory results regarding perceptions o f parentnl
expectations, Brown (1992), in a study of grade 2 students, found II relat ionship between
all aspects of reading attitude and perceptions of parental expectations This was not
supported in a study by Whitewa y (1995 ) of grade 5 students She found 'hal a
relationship existed only between academic reading altitude and perceptions of parental
expectations The different findings may be in part att ributed the difference inage groups
Perhaps the comm on variable of hig h ability with the students in this study is pari ofthe
explanation for the significance o f relat ionships between perception s of parental
expectations, reader self-perceptions and read ingaltitudes
The significant relationships found among children's percep tions of parental
expectations, reader self-perception and reading att itude underscore the need for a
positive supportive home environments with early em phasis on and modeling o f reading
for learn ing and for pleasure. Positive expectations by parents are an important link to
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children'saltitude and successin reading
Children 's perceptions o fPeee Ex pectations
In this study significant relations hips exis ted between child ren's perceptions of
peer expectations and reader self-perception an d reading attitu d e. No significant
relationships existed amOllgchild ren'sperceptiono f peerexpectations, grade an d gender.
Thesocial learning theory posits that self-conceptcomes from four main sourc es
of information : performance, observational comparison, social feed back and physiological
stales. Perceptionsof peer expectations are found in the two categories ofso cia l feedback
and o bservatio nal comparison
Although parents provide the first influe nce on self-concep t development, as
children grow and leave the home environment and interact w ith their peers in both formal
and informal settings, much o f their fe edback comes from the ir peers Althoug h
perfo rmance ac complishments are conside red to be the most powerfu l sources of perso nal
informa tion [B andura. 1977; G o rrell, 19 90; Purkey. 1970), observat ional co mparison is
also important . Henk and Melnic k (1995) and Wagner (1983) conclude that compariso n
with o thers is a contribu tor to t he growth of self-concept . Many high abili ty stude nts
compare thems elves pos it ively w ith othe r students in terms of grades, effort and amou nt
of time needed to finish assignments
Social feedback includes direct o r indirec t input ab out rea d ing Ch ildren w ho
receive positive feedback tend to feel bett e r about their performances than th o se who do
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no t Youn ger children resp ond well 10 feedback about their efforts as well a s thcjr
ac htevemeo ts tan d rews and D ebus, 19 78; Schu nk, lQ82a). but as theygel older, tc cdluck
a bout ability and a chieveme nt becom es more importan t (Schunk . IQ84~ Schunk . PlIU;
Schunkand Gunn. 1 98 5 ~ Schunk and Rice. 1984)
At the elementary level students onen haveadmiration fo r those who do well in
class ,finish work early, are ca lledupon frequently by the teacher. andwho leave the mOI1l
for enrichmentprograms This may influence student'sperception s ofpeer cxnecmuousin
th is study.
The results in this st ud y cont radict the findings of Brow n (lQ9:!) and Whireway
(1 995) with children's perce pt ions o f peer exp ectations and alt it ude 10 re ad ing B oth or
th ese Newfoundla nd studies of h e terogene ous classro om groups . grade:! and S
respectively, found that there were no significant relationships between percept ion s 01"
peer expectations and reading attitude
The relatio nship between child ren's perceptions 01" peer expectat ion s. reader sd l:
p erception . and reading att itude ma ke il clear that a supporti ve . rcspcct lill classroom
environment where students can lake risks wit h reading withou t lating ridicule 11;.- their
p eers is a n important aspect of building strong. conlident readers
Summary Qffindings
It appears that the results of this stu dy suppo rt the phenomenon know n in the rc'llling
lite rature as the "M atthew Effect" {Sranovich. 1{)80) This is an example of "the rich
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ge tting ric her", tha i is, stude nts who fcel good about themselve s as re a ders and have
po sitive atti tudes to ward readin g will rea d more than stu dents who donot feelgood about
the mselve s as reade rs and ha ve negativ e attitu des towar d reading . Conseque ntly , those
wh o read more will become better rea ders. Causalityis not dete rmined in this cycle . II is
no t known which variable c a uses whic h result. However, the e xistence of such a cycle
g ives pare nts and teachers the knowl edge that a supportive, comfo rtable reading
e nvironme nt where children are e ncourage d and praised for reading effo rts and
ac hievements and where d irect inst ruction in strateg ic reading skills occurs is the
combinatio n most likely to a llow child ren to develop into strong , confident reade rs who
e njoy read ing The finding of a relatio nship between re ader self- percept ion lind re ading
att itude ind icates th at it is important that stu dents be encoura ged 10 feel good about
rea ding and their read ing perfo rmances withexp eriences of success and reward
Educati onal Im plicatio ns
T he resnfts of this s tudy have a number of imp lications for the ed ucation of high ability
stud ents
The results of this study ind icate tha t for st udents who have high reading
comprehens ion scores, reading compre hension. gradeand gender a re not rel ated to reader
self-percep tion rea ding atti t ude or perceptio ns of pa rental a nd peer expecta tions
Ho wever. relationsh ips were found among rea der self- perceptio n. reading altitude. and
ch ildren's perceptio ns ofparental and p eer exoectauons
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These findings put to rest so me of t he beliefs that arc frcqucr ulyheard about
elementary schoolstudents. The beliefs thatg irlsare st ronger readers. have more positive
reader self-perceptions and enjoyreading more arenot supported forstudents in the hillh
ability range. In Ihis study t here were no diffe rences between boys and girls Therefore.
boys and girls should be given equal opportunities fo r reading. free selection o f hooks.
interactions withteachers. and encouragementand praise forreading
As well, grade did not have a significant influence on render self-perception.
read ing att itude, and children's perceptions of parental and peer expectations This
indicates th at high abilitystudentsshouldbe encouraged at all levels 10continue with and
expandtheir reading horizons Aschildrenprogress through elementaryschool, lhl,'¥ may
conti nue to readless challengingmaterials,part icularlyserialhooks, in an attempt tofi t in
with their peers. The onus is on teachers and parents to expose older elementary school
childrento a ..arieryof reading materials and authors
Children's perceptions orparemetexpectations have implicmiom. for bnth teachers
and parents . Teachers should taketime during group parent mceriugs as well (I S illl.l ividuill
meetings to underscore the importance of'encouragcment andhigh expectationsof parents
for all students, includingthe highability students Too oftenreachers ((JC lIS on the more
demanding needsof weakand remedial readers. encouraging parents 10 take an «cuvc role
in helping them at home. However, this study indicates that these high ability students
believe that their parents find themto be good andcapable readers This belief must he
nurtured in thestudents through home andschool onnnccunns
lU8
Modeling is also an important aspect which teachers can promote through work
with parents It is not enough to talk about the importance and value of reading ; parents
and teacher s must model reading for enjoyment and information The impact of significant
others actua llyinteracting with print in a meaningful way is likelyto have more effec t than
lectures and lessons on the importance of read ing.
Children's perceptions of peer expectatio ns also have implications for educators
Although high ability students usually receive recognition and respect from their peers in
elementary school. teachers feel the desire to fit with the group and nOI to receive extra
attention grows as students progress through upper elementary grades into junior high
This may lead to a decrease in self-perception as a reader arid a less positive reading
altitude, For this reason. teachers must create and maintain classroom atmosphe res that
arc condu cive to risk-taking and sharing for all students. As well. high ability students
must be challenged and rewarded for their accomplishments, Often they are emplo yed as
assistants in the classroom for those less able in reading and other areas. This change s the
social balance with their peers and can contribu te to negative social feedback from
classmate s
Students who are encouraged to read frequently and 10 read appropriate but
challenging books are more likely to develop a positive attitude to ward reading. Books
must be interesting. and at the elementary level. there must be a large variety of topics and
genres ava ilable to the students, As well. students must receive tangible praise and
rewards linked to their reading performance, These can include extrinsic rewards such as
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reading c o nferences. stickers and privileges. a s well as intrinsic rcwards such as im pnwcd
scores in tests and assignments
Ch ildren must also be given the fo undation for building strong reader sell:'
perceptio ns since reader self-percept ion is related 10 success in reading, as well ,IS
feedback from parents and teachers Students should have opportunity 10 measu re their
progress wi th others in the class, in a non-co mpetitive way. but more importantly . there
must be a tangible, easily understood record keeping system to show students their own
progress. Measuring one' s progress is a strong contributor to positive reade r self..
perceptio n.
Strategi c read ing instruction has a place in this cycle and in the e jerncruary grade
classroom. Although students are considered to be readers when they leave the primary
grades. many students still require direct inst ruction in reading ns well as remind ers til'
effective re ading stra tegies and habits. Teach ers cannot assume thai practice in rcadi l\~.
without guidance and instruction. will allow average or struggling renders 10 reach their
potential Those who have experienced succ ess will continue tll dcrnonnratc strong
reading abi lities Those who have not experienced success and have !KIt mast ered a
number of strategies for reading will continue 10 require instruction and encouragem entto
become strong readers
The role of parents is also clear here All students should receive suppo rt and
encouragemen t from their parents in a home environment where reading is respected,
modeled an d enjoyed. As well, children need to hear the message from their parent s that
II.
they are good readers whoa re comlnuing 10 impr ove wi th esrruc nonand practice The
connections betwee n reading in schoo l andre ading in everyday lift must also be made
with child ren This is an im pona nl implicatio n for teachers co ndu cting parent eve nings
and meetings
Fina lly, the re are implications here for th e crea t io n of the classroom atmosp here"
Certainly the availability of books at varying le vels an d for a wide variety of interests is
important. As we ll, teachers need 10 establish grou nd rules with the students about
suppo rting t he reading attempts of ot hers and h ow pee rs can give supportive feedb ack
Stu dents who choose books other than those well- k nown and popular amongst their
classmates ar e leased for their choices . This tea s ing can be directe d at bo th the strugglin~
reader who require s easier re ading se lections. a nd the high ability student. who may be
rcadi ng books al a higher rea ding level. or with more maturethemes. than the rest o f lilt-
cla ss Th is lype of leasing is subtle and te a chers ma y cot be aware of it in tbeir
cl assrooms HOWC\'Cf. it can be devastating III lhe self-concept development of we aker
readers and high abilit y reade rs
fulJ:l,£.C5tions forFun herJtqcJ.rnJ
The lollow in g suggestionsfor further research evolved fromthisst udy
Th is study was conducted with a group of high abilityelementary level language
arts student s 11w ou ld be ben eficial to repeal t his study witha heterogeneous group or
students
I I I
This stud y cou ld be repeated with students who are lahckd ' gilh' d'
'exceptionally able' to determinewhether the samevariables are ~i~l1 ilicaHdy related
A study could be designed and conduc te d to determine causalit)· anmng
relation ships. Altho ugh it was shown in this study that ther e is a relationship betwee n
reading attitude and reader self-perception. the relatio nship needs to he clarified
Two of the variables in thi s study were very similar in definit ion Physiological
slates . one of th e reader self-perception cons tructs, and rea ding attitude see-Ill ttl he use d
interc hangeably in some of the research revi ewed As well, similarity in some of'the items
on the question naires regarding physiological states and re ading auuudc indicate some
overlap
A closer examination of factors contributing to children's pcrccpriousnf peer
expectations would allow educators ' 0 structureclassroomsand c1iISS pnuccol to enhance
peerfeedback, reading attitude and readerself-perceptionfor all students
An investigation of mcsc same variables in high ability students ill higher grade
levels wouldindicate whetherthese lindingsarc typical of high abilitystudents throughou t
school or if major changes do occur as they grow and progn;ss in school This could
provide a developmental profile of students This knowledge might allow CdUC:I(llfS t tl
address the needs of more high ability students before they beginjunior andsenior high.
where teachers pe rceive that the need for support and encouragement for these students
sometimesdecreases
11:
Fun her resea rch imo the role of the parent and the mo st effective ways to help
parents develop and model stro ng reade r self-perceptions and reading att itudes would be
useful to the arca of reading
Students' perce ptions of teache r expectations can be explored as a further aspect of
social feedback This wou ld give teachers specific information about approaches and
nuitudcs rhat may be benefic ial in the classroom
The Bcade r Scl f:Perq~PJill!.l~k is a relatively new insnu menr available for
measuringreader self-perception The value of this scale to the classroom teacher could
be exp lored and recommendations tor its use within the regu lar, remedial and special
education classrooms could be made
' I'
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Appendi x A
GinnPink
P.O. Box 8250
Manuels.Nt
AIX l A7
October 10, 1995
Dr. Waltc r Okshevskv
Chairpe r son .
Ethical ReviewCommittee
Faculty of Education
Memori al Universityof Newfoundland
St.John 's. Nf
Dear Dr. Okshevsky:
Inorder to complete the requirements for the Masters Degree programme in Curriculum
and Instruction at Memor ial Unive rsity of N ewfoundland. [wish tn conduct a study wilh
fivegroupsofelementary levelenrichment s tudentsin the Avalon Consolidated SciUli]
Distric t thi s autumn. The study is des igned to test the interrelationships among render
self-concept. reading attitude. reading comprehension. genderami grade in high ahililY
elementary lcvc l luegucgc arts students. ln o rder \0 establis h any correlat ions mllll ll g
thesevaria bles. it willDCnecessary toadrninlstcr two simple surveys: the Elementary
Reading Attitude Survey and theReaderSelf-Perception Survey. Writtenconsent will Ill"
required fromthe parcntts) or guardiamsj to permit their child to participateinthe study,
Please find encloseda copy ofmy research pmpusnl. the parentalconsent form. Il:.st i ll~
rmucnuls. as well asether correspondence required lor the investigation.
Thank yo u for considering my request.
Sincere ly.
Gina Pink
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1>.0. Bo x 8250
Manucls.Nf
AIX I A7
Mr. Gerald Coombs
Assistant Superintendent
Avalon Consolidated School Board
P.O. Box 1980
St. John 's. Nf
AIC5 R5
Dear Mr . Coombs :
I write to requestpermission 10 cam' out a studv for the collection of data for my ~I.Ed.
thesis a t Memorial Universityof N';wfoundland. l em presently employed as an'
ce ncbrncur tcacher(h;lIf.lime) and remedia l reading leacher(h;:l!f.time) \\ith this boa rd.
I wish 10conduct a !iludywith five groupsof elementary level enrichment
stude nts in the AvalonCClrL"Otidatl.:dSchool District this autumn, The study is desi l1l\1.-tl
ti l h:SI the interrelationships among reeder self-concept. reading attitude. reading
l.'l lrnrn.:hc~.,itln . child's perceptions of parental and peer expectations. genderand grsdc in
clcmcmurylevc l languag e a rts enrichment s tudents . Studems will be identified for the
stuJy thro ugh the enrichment screening css scs mcnr tha t is administered across the
Jh.tri ict fill gr.td.: three students. In order to establish anycorrelationsamong these
vnriublcs. il will be1lI:I."":SS:J1)' IIIadminister two simple surveys: the Elementary RC:lding.
Attitude Survey and the Reader Self-Perception Survey. Each survey will require ;1.1 a
maximumrwcmy minutes of class rimeand will be administered by (he itinerant
enrichmentteacher tI( the school.
Written consent will be requiredfrom the part.'nt(s) or gunrdiarus) to permit their
child to participtc in the study. lhuvc enclosed a copy of thc parent/guardian consent
fcrm for vour pcrusnt.
13 5
All in formatio n gathered In th is sludy is c onfidential and at Ikl lime will
individuals be identifie d. Partic ipatio n is volun taryand th e student s or parents n\;IY
withdraw at any time . This study has received ap proval from I~ Faculty o f E..hj(al iun·~
Ethics Committee. The results of my study will be made availableIII )1.1\1 upon
reques-
My supervisor is Dr. Joan Matchim, lf nt any time you wish [11 speak with a
resourceperson notassociatedwiih lhis studyplc csecoruccr Dr. PatriciaC umin\;.
Associate Dean. Research and Development.
lf you have an y conce rns or questions about this rcqncst . please conlm:1mo.'31.......1[r.l1
office or at home (834-4921). Thank you for you r kindattentionto thismailer.
Sincerely.
Gina Pink
Appendix C
P.O. Box 8250
Manucls,Nf
AIXlA7
Principal
School Add ress
Dear,
I write 10request permission to carryout a stud}' for Ihe collectionof data for m~
M .EtI. thesis atMemorialUniversityof Newfoundland.
The study is designed totest the inrcrrelatlcnships among reader scif-concepl .
reading att itude.readingcomprehension. gender and grade inetmentarylevellangua ge
arts enrichment students. In orderto establishany correlationsamong these variables. it
will benecessary 10 administer Iw O simplesurveys : the E lementary Reading Attitude
Surveyand theReader Self-Perception Survey. Eachsurvey will require at a maximum
twentymin utesof enrichment classlime andwill beadministeredby theitinerant
enrichmen t teacher at theschool.
Wr iucnconscm will be required fromthe parcntfs) orguardiants) to permit their
child 10participle in the study. I have enclosed a copyof theparent/guardian consent
form foryo ur perusal.
All informat ion gathered in this studyis confidential andat no time will
individuals beidentified. Participation is voluntaryand thestudents orparents ma~
wuhdmw ur unytime. The results ofmy study will be madeavailableto you upon
rcqucsuon.
I\ly supervis oris Dr. Joan Matchl rn lf a t any lime youwish to spenk with a
resource pe rsollnot ussocinted withthis studypl ease contact Dr. Patricia Cunning .
ASSllciatc Dean. Researchand Development.
If yOll bavcanyconcernsor questionsabo ut this request.pleasecontact meat
Central Officli754-07 ID)or at homei83..·.jl):!I l . Thank youfor your kind attention 10
uitsmuucr.
Sincerely.
Ginn Pink
Appendix 0
Oc tober 25, 1995
Dear Paren t(s) or Guardian(s) ;
I am writing to request your permission ff)fyou r du\d's panic:ipatton in a studv
abou t read ing. I am I gradua te srudenr in ue Faculty of Education at I\k'tllo rial
University and an enrichment reacber with the Avalon Conso lidated School Board The
study investigates th e relationships amo ng rea der self-concept, reading anitu de, rcadin~
co mprehension, children's con cepts of parental andpeer expectati ons, ~cnder and p,r'ldo:
with elementary leve l language arts students
In order to co llect in formation about these vari ables I need to administer two
surveys to the stud ents in language ans enrichment g roups. These survey s arc the
Elementary Reading Aujtud e Survey and the Reader Sel f. Pcrccption Survey These
surveys will help det ermine your child's attitude toward reading , self-concept as a reader
and how he or she thi nks you andhis o r her peers see him or a her as a reader
Eac h survey win take about fifteen minutes. Th ey will be administered by tho:
enri chment teacher in the enrichment class, Your childwi ll be asked to circle the response
which bests describes howhe or she feels about reading. Each qu estion willberead aloud
twice, Fo r the Elem entary Reading Altitude Survey, the response choice.s will include
four poses o f Garfield, the canccn character cal, dep icting vcry happy to very s.'llI
ex pressions. For th e Reader Sdf. Perception Survey. the response choices include
Strongly Agree. Agree . Undec ided, Disagree and Strongly Disagree
All infonnatio n gathered in this study is strictly cc nlidcm ial and at 00 time will
individuals be identified Participation is voluntary and yo u or you r child may withdrawal
any time. Th is study has receivedappro val from the Faculty of Edu cation's Ethics R.."VIcw
Comminee and the A valon Co nsolidated Schoo l Board T he results of my research will
be made available to you upo n request
If you have an y questions or concerns. please do not hcsuae 10 call me at 754·
071 0 (day) Of 834-4 9 21 (eveniny) My supervisor at M emorial Univensty is Dr Juan
Old ford-Matc hirn. If at any time you wish to speak with a resourc e person not associated
with this stud y plea se contact Dr Pat ricia Canning, AS50Ciate Dean. Research and
De velopmen t
"9
If you arc in agreement with having your child participate in this study please sign
the permission sect ion below and retu rn it to the enrichment teacher. I would appreciate it
if you would pleasereturn it by the next enrichment day
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Sincerely,
Gina Pink
. {parent/guardian} hereby give permissionfor my child to take part
in a stud y regarding the interre lat ionsh ips among read er self-concept, att itude , read ing
comprehensio n, child' s concept of parent al and peer expectations. gender and gra de with
element ary level language ans stu dents undenaken by Gina Pink. I understand that
part icipatio n is entirely voluntary and that my child and/ or I can withdraw permissio n at
any lime All information is strictlyconfidentialand no individual willbe identified.
DATE _
SIG NAT URE _




